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Pete’s unbooted leg, commenced opera stairs, to see me at this work ?’ but still he
she died and the secret remained unreveal
IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
tions io» a feast. Having sharpened Well
°fman poss
scale, adapted as nearly as practicable to
POLITICAL.
went on.
The music now grew louder
“! lb>‘ «2
his bilí, he looked once more at Pete, and fiercer, and Pete, or rather his feet, ed, I shoukl have felt almost guilty of mur
JAMES W. BARTER & CO.
the
interest, and conformable with the
der and as it is, I have chosen to break my
b« removed
(whose sleep was now so sound that an flew7 faster and faster.
[From the National Intelligencer.]
The perspiration promise to Pete (For he made me promise
views of every portion of the Union ; by
hesitalinaly ’ ll% Office on the Main Street, over D. Remich’s Bookstore.
occasional half snore, half grunt was heard)i rolled down his face in large drops, but
CONGRESSIONAL W H I G the distribution t>f tlfe pro’ceeds of the
not to tell the story tftring^his lifetime)
GCrThe publishers do not hold themselves responsi and seeing all -secure, he darted it at once
MEETING.
!
there
was
no
stopping.
‘
Go
it
Pete
—
go
public lands among the state’s—a measure
r ,nonlhMndn^' ble for any error in any advertisement beyond the 'into the soft fat just under the ancle-bone. it my boy !’ were the exclamations heard rather than have the old^ady die unsatis
At a meeting of the Whig members of recommended not ¿inly by considerations
amount charged for its insertion,
fied.
t
Alas, for'the fallacy of sublunary hopes !
the Senate and House of Representatives ofjustice to the states themselves, but
on all sides, as Pete cut some new and in
UKAdvertisements, Letters, etc. relating to the
:h 10 sav°lifMll
I will only add that Pete is now a steady,
The bill had entered too deep vand too voluntary pigeon-wing or shuffle.
of the 27th Congress of the United States also by a sad experience of the embarrass
‘ Bra hard-working
”;non burns- Rai business department of the paper may be directed to quickly, and Pete arousing with a tremen
; has married, and is
bJ08 ’. lOrlUr6’i«i> the publishers.
vo ! bravo !’ shouted the assemblage, as now living in a snug IHtle hSuse near his held m the city of Washington on the 11th ment produced in the currency resulting
03“ All Communications, Letters, etc. connected with dous effort, struck at the unfortunate cause Pete threw' dowm his old hat and went at
September, 1841 —
fro'm the administration ofa fund of such
Ufi?0 COIW
old cottage ; ffut he never passes the old
r fi’° has ever
the editorial department may be addressed to James of all this mischief. In reaching too far it again fiercer and faster.
The Hon. Nathan F. Dixon, of Rhode variable amount as an item in the ordina
His hair, which
elm tree without feeling an involuntary
ro!» every
forward toget’at his tormenter, Pete fell
K. Remich, as heretofore.
Island, on the part of the Senate, and the ry revenues of the government. The es
was now entirely saturated, f|ew about in
;tl >is thousands,
over. Now, most persons placed in such all directions, like bunches of tallow can shaking about his feet, and his hands me-, Hon. Jeremiah Morrow, of Ohio, on the tablishment of an economical administra
rlJ compounds, co*
'BSBPT|c*
a predicament, and falling, must evidently dles tied by the W'icksand shaken by some* chanically, as it were, seek his rear as the part, of the House, were called to the chair, tion of the finances they expected to attain
MISCELLANY.
have pome to the ground.
Not so with mischievous, boy—his eyes were closecf first njp, of the gallinipper is brought to and Kenneth Rayner, of North Carolina,’ by cutting down all useless offices ; by en
Ari0D'»E. BEJ
'»any minor
Pete—he fell forward, and as he fell, the tight, to keep the perspiration from drown his mind.
Christopher Morgan, of New York, and forcing a strict accountability of the public
[From the N. Y. Sunday Morning Atlas.]
>werand perfect o
As the above legend was taken down
ground openeil before him, and down he ing them out—his mouth was wide open,
Richaid W. Thompson, of Indiana, were agents; and, more conspicuously, by mak
uversa!
verbaCim
I
‘
from
Pete
’
s
mouth,
it
may
be
re

PETE YERKS.
went: down—down—-down! With a velo<> and his breath came thick and hard, but
•
ing exact and adequate provisions for the
lied upon as authentic, and I feel well as appointed Secretaries.
9ays, for prompts A LEGEND OF MUSQUITO COVE. ity to which he>of all men, had never there was no stopping for Pete. It seem
Mr. Mangum, pfNorth Carolina, offer ascertainment and eventual liquidation of
sured
that
no
person
in
his
senses
will
healing virtues
been accustomed, and which to any per ed as if the musicians blew harder as they
ed the following resolutions :
BY
Q.
BURDETT.
that public debt which the past adminis
‘al >1, andwill^!
son must have been peculiarly uncomfort blew longer, and the harder they blew, doubt its vetacity.Resolved, That it is expedient for the whigs tration bad created by permitting their
nr passes evened
‘ As lazy as Pete Yerks,’ was the ex able.
the faster Pete had to dance.
He now
of the Senate and House of Representatives expenditures to overrun their receipts, and
Jalinor without scar * pression invariably called up when any of
Noah Webster, some time since de of the United States to publish an address to which they had concealed from public ob
After continuing at this sport, for a long, threw off his old ragged jacket, cheered on
nds its general®.'
the denizens of Musquito Cove and the very long time, Pete came to a halt, by
no wound is
by the ‘ bravos ’ of his admiring audience, manded a reason why machinery propelled the people of the United States, containing a servation by the easy device of repeated
I heal, and embracesi vicinity wished to convey the idea ofa per finding himself on the ground : but so
by water moved with a greater velocity succinct exposition of the prominent proceed issues of government notes.
son superlatively and unapproachably lazy. gently had he fallen, that notwithstanding and faster and fiercer flew his feet.
during the night than in the daytime. We ings of the extra session of Congress, of the
These were the prominent points to
‘
Why,
Pete,
’
said
his
old
tormentor,
>rnt both hands<(|( -Now this, by most men would have been
find the following communication in reply measures that have been adopted and those which the policy of the Whig party had
¡t >1 burnt all doMik considered at best a very doubtful reputa the great distance from his starting-place, ‘ you said you could not dance.
What a
in
which
they
have
failed,
and
the
causes
of
in the Delaware Gazette, the first answer
he was not the least, injured.
dor the nails;
liar you are, to be sure I never saw a bet
such failure—together with such other mat been directed, and which constituted the
lied thisoinlmeot^ tion, but with Pete it was not so. His char
that, we have seen to the inquiry :
Pete lay on the ground with his eyes
ters as may exhibit truly the condition of the great issues before the country in the re
ter
break
down.
Stir
him
up,
boys,
stir
fin. and healed H acter had gained by it, for had any person closed, and nothing doubting that the
‘ To Noah Webster, Esq.
You re Whig party and whig prospects.
cent Presidential election. We are ahim up—I guess he’ll work after this.’
seen Pete working at any thing or at any c Ancient Henry ’ was about to claim him
Resolved, That a committee of three on the ware that our adversaries in that contest
Before Pete had time to explain thp quest millers to ascertain whether or not
ng, from a scar,bad time, the fame of the exploit would have
as his own, he tried to get out a prayer, cause of his sudden and unexampled pas mills propelled hy water power move with part of the Senate, and five on the part of the now deny these issues, founding their de
:nred in ashoHlimife
ken chilblains, inco^ gone abroad and ruined him in his voca but it was of no use. He had never been sion for dancing, he received a nip on one an increased velocity or power during the House, be appointed to prepare such address nial chiefly upon the fact that no formal
and submit it to a meeting of the Whigs on
There was, indeed, one to church but once since he was a boy,
hich cured at once. * tion forever.
night time.
heel that made him spring an extra foot,
Monday morning next, the I3th inst. at half manifesto was put forth to declare the
cured a leg,
man at the Cove, who declared, and stuck and all he could remember of what he
‘I have bft^p heard millers say so, and
terms upon which we insisted. We chose
to it, that once, about ten years ago, on a heard then, was ‘ Have mercy on all sick and by the time he reached the ground the have little or no doubrof the fact—which past 8 o’clock.
rather to appeal to the widely-diffused
had sore eyeafoui
other
foot
received
the
same
compliment.
And
the
question
being
taken
on
said
' thing, cured by itn bright moonlight night, he saw Pete carry persons and little children.’ He repeated The fun was now7 getting too good for Pete. I account for as follows :
knowledge of our principles which had
some wood into Squire Jones’ kitchen ; this aloud as fast as he could speak, and
‘ It is known that the pressure or weight resolutions, they were wwctnimowsf?/ a- been impressed upon every man’s mind in
e referred to liapptid' but this was utterly improbable, and al was pausing to take breath for a fresh There be was, dancing as if heaven and of the atmosphere on the surface of the dopted.
earth depended on the velocity with which
ro months; &jihii[| though the narrator was a man of un
Whereupon the following gentlemen, that long struggle of years gone by ; with
outbreak, when he was saluted a posteri his feet moved, and every quarter second earth and water, is equal to what would
which one party had been identified,
o pointed out, aah^
were
appointed said committee : Messrs.
doubted veracity, it was generally thought ori by a bite so deep, so keen, so perfect
be that of about thirty-two or three feet
e the certificates tai
.and of which its very name was an expo
he
would get a nip from some one of his
Berrien
of
Georgia,
Tallmadge
of
New
of water, were there no air or atmosphere
id all snccessfuljpw tliat he had mistaken the person, and ly savage, that he actually sprung up at
nent.
ractorinestimable,¡hPete escaped this calumny unscathed’ one bound, and clapping his hand on the tormentors. Now on his nose—now on in existence, and its yveight or pressure York, and Smith of Indiana, on the part
It need not be said that, in a represen
the leg—now on the back—now on the
oftjie
Senate,
and
Messrs.
Twerett
of
t gives no additional pl but -*'
1
—
i
•
’
when this slanderous^eport was first affected part, exclaimed i by jings !’
supplied with water.
tation spread over a territory of such ex-,
neck, and his hands seemed to fly as fast
Vermont,
Mason
of
Ohio,
Kennedy
of
!o., wholesale droJ(circulated he was affected even to tears,
‘ The wonderful refraction and expan
, A loud haw-haw from behind caused as his feet, in his vain endeavors to catch
tent as that comprehended by our Union
sion of air, produced by heat, is also Maryland, John C. Clark of New York, and exhibiting interests so diversified,^'h^t
no the sole wheHiiyjpe denied it in the most unqualified terms him to remove his hand and turn around, some one of his tormentors.
If
he
drew
and
Rayner
of
North
Carolina,
on
the
inerica for twenty s and challenged any person to prove that and without looking to see whence the
known.
might be called the characteristic prime
ddressed to then);® since he was fourteen years of age, he' sound proceeded, he was saluted on the his hand across bis face to wipe off the
‘ When, therefore, the sun is above the part of the House.
pies of the Whig party, throughout tlfis
perspiration,
an
extra
nip
on
some
tender
and Troy.
When,
on
motion,
the
meeting
adjourn

had ever done ‘ a hand’s turn.’ He could other side with another bite, more deep,
horizon, the warmth imparted to the air
wide
sphere, should be subject to ocj|a-*
nnebunk by
spot would make him draw it away and
ed, to meet again on Monday qjorning.
sional modifications, dependent upon local
ALEXANDER 1 not conceive what motive any man could more keen, and if possible, more savage clap it on the wounded place—and thus rarities and expands ; so that, increasing
have to slander him in that manner.
and swelling in volume, and consequently
than before. Flesh and blood could not
The meeting assemble^* pursuant to influences; and that it was incumbent,,
Every country village has its loafer, but stand this, and surely, when Pete clapped was poor Pete kept hard at it for two mor rising, it would form a vast aerial moun
therefore, upon the party, to move togeth
adjournment.
»•
tal
hours.
The
noonday
sun
boiling
his
\N HAIR.-Wtai; the reputation of Pete was not confined his hand on the new spot, and roared very brains — the perspiration running tain, (though not heavier than when con
Mr. Kennedy, of Maryland, from the er in a spirit of mutual concession and
ed to be growio^l to the village honored by being his birth- ‘ h—11!’ he may be deemed excusable. down him as though he was under a densed, and occupying less space) were committee appointed forthat purpose, re accommodation of sectional differences of
■eposterous lliaiitejjplace. No—he was the loafer—the lazy Pete looked around in bewilderment, and
it not that being a fluid, it rolls or flows
opinion. It need not be told that, in the
shower bath, and the musquitoes and galported the following
fatty matter, ioone, and for miles around, the reputation well he might. He was in the middle of
off laterally, over that which is cooler,
system of measures which we have enu
linippers
tormenting
him
on
every
ap

ADDRESS: ■
e recomtnentleitejof Pete Yerks was as well known as the a large plain, and he was alone—not a liv
more condensed, and consequently less
merated, conflicting views might natural
proachable spot. All the consolation he
nee, as lheyhart([ext of tjje parson’g jast sermon.
Fellow-citizens
The Extra Session ly exist between the representatives of
ing thing could he see or hear.
The had during this time, wras the constant elevated. Thus weight is lost in the day
ireasing the iM I- -have called
-- - Pete
of Congress has, at length, -Ue-cm Lf-o-frg-bt di-stant portion's of our republic, and that
a loafer, but I much sun was pouring down upon him like ‘ all
time.
•
o
cheers and bravoes of his audience, and
here is a hanW;
to a close. The incidents which belong only by the yielding of minor interests to
‘
At
night,
in
the
absence
of
the
sun,
the
bar
iiiaH-3
wifi
never
cotton
to
that.
It
possessed,
’
and
a
few
yards,
ahead
was
a
id \Wereibesi>
now and then an encore as he broke out
. 5 ppLSufficiently expressive.
A loafer
ry nourishmentlikL,
x
-------- grove of trees, presenting a most inviting into some new and as yet unheard of step air oi the same place becoming cool and to the history of this session, and especial the establishment of the general good,
condensed, subsides—becomes less eleva ly those which have marked its termina entire harmony was to be obtained in the
n the oils, &c.tbeen known to work—such never was, aspect of coolness and shade, and Pete
or shuffle. He had no time to curse or
ted, and would form a vast serial valley— tion, are of a nature to make so strong an action of Congress. This was natural,
i relax the skinjtai^o the recollection of any person in that was about to push for that, W'hen he was
swear, for if the music grew fainter for an but that the rarified and more elevated impression upon the country, and to ex
. There must bet' flace,
1
" case with Pete. How he lived suddenly brought up by hearing a voice
the
and to be expected. Bub we felt a proud
instant, the mischievous gallinippers kept
essels from tliR io oqe could tell, and this very mystery exclaim 1 stand still!’
air around, or rather, I may say, from the cite so much interest in the future action consciousness that in the patriotism of the
him
sufficiently
busy,
and
then
the
fifers
urrent of the W-added to his reputation. He followed the
West, and in this northern latitude, from and relations of the Whig party, that the party all such difficulties would vanish,
V Vn
lv
^puLHiiun. ne followed tne
Pete looked up, and he looked down,
m'mL»tafus‘o,na7 f^hion of wearing clothes, and and he looked around on all sides, but no would break out again, as though they had the South, rolls in, to preserve the level ; Whig representatives in both Houses of and that the demands of an enlarged wel
receivedin the interval, a new supply.^hus addi’g ¡n we’igh¿
Congress ha rethought it their duty, be fare would be met and fulfilled, through
¡ave that effectif t was not doubted that he was equally one could he perceive, and although he
-P ’ 1
n
<
,
* Ume«
fore separating, to address their constitu the virtue of that spirit of compromise and
oily substance. Ii iddicted to eating, but how, or when, or felt dreadful savage at being ordered so
Pete has often declared to me, that dur
‘ I have made no experiments. If the ents with a brief exposition of the circum forbearance, that liberal and comprehen
. .......
vhere he managed to gratify those unu- peremptorily, he wisely concluded to obey, ing that dance, fie sweated oil' twelve
3 follows:
above theory be correct, the barometer stances in which they conceive themselves sive sentiment of self-denial and conces
ifants, keeping tHiual desires was known to none but him not wishing to incur the displeasure of a
pounds of good substantial flesh, and I will stand higher inlhe night time than in to be placed by the events w7hich have
sion, which rests at the heart of our con
d causing a In«®self.
1
He had a passion, too, for smoking, person who could make himself felt and
have no reason to doubt his word.
recently transpired.
the day.’
federacy, and which constitutes the living
md always had tobacco, but where or heard without being seen.
All things must end some time or other.
liesi’uafter
cbildM ‘°w he obtained U’ 'vas eiua"y a mysteThis session of Congress was called as principle of our union.
’rairsrap
‘ Pete Yerks,’ said the same voice, 1 you So it was with Pete’s dancing. The cheers,
Astonishing Discovery. At the late almost the first measure of that illustrious
Before the appointed day arrived for
are the laziest man that ever lived!’ bravoes and encores grew fainter and few
ymeeting of the British Association at and lamented citizen whose election to the the meeting of Congress, and at the expi
He
inhabited
a
little
old
cottage
on
the
Pete
’
s
face
brightened
up
at
this
plain
y person recoveriafk
er, for in truth Pete had danced every Bristol, Mr. Gross of Bloomfield, Somer Presidency was no less significant of the
ration of but one short month from the
i me effect is pr«W ide of a hill, about half a mile from the spoken encomium, and it must be owned step that had ever been heard of and many
,n infancy
iniauujown,
which nobody cared to claim, but that he did feel a little, a very little pride, that had never even been dreamed of. His set, stated that he had devoted much of general sentiment of condemnation of the date of his inauguration, our beloved Pres
d(i in
till8»*
his time to electricity, and he had lately acts of the preceding administration, than ident was snatched from us by the grasp
,ay be preservedlipdaily he came to the village, and seating when he thought that his reputation had
audience thinned off, and suddenly the been occupied in improvements in'the it was expressive of a wish for an im
of death : too soon for the happiness of his
Oil of life.
himself at the foot of a large elm tree, he actually preceded him to the other world,
od
music ceased, and at the instant that Pete voltaic power, by which he had succeed mediate and radical change in the pub
es the head Rvou]d smoke his old one inch pipe, and for he doubted not that he was now there.
country,
but not too soon to awaken in our
ie roots,imparts Hjeep_and wak|ng ]ie wou]d fap to smo]£_ He was about to make some gracious re fell to the ground perfectly exhausted, a ed in keeping it in fuILforce for twelve lic policy. The improvidence of those bosoms a deep and awful sense of the irre
tremendous
report
was
head
and
he
------'
months by water alone, rejecting acids en who had just been expelled from pow parable loss which we have sustained in
"'Xr«“%^a/ain' /rh.T pUed his life’every
ply, when he was ordered to hold his awoke!
tirely. Mr. Gross then stated that he er had rendered it inevitable ; and the the deprivation of a great and good man
g the hair\0
day under the elm tree, and in foul tongue, by the same voice, in savage
Yes, reader, he awoke, and behind him had obtained water from a finely crystal- country hailed the meeting of a new
oTniioverni^ feather or in winter, he stayed at his tones.
stood three young scamps who had been ized cave at Holway, and by the action of Congress as the sure pledge of relief from —not too soon to convince us how long
and how bitterly our country is doom
¡es’ toilet should pottage.
‘ Pete Yorks, can you dance ?’
out gunning, and having caught Pete nap the voltaic battery, had succeeded in pro all those evils which the disastrous incom
ed to deplore this heavy misfortune.
One sultry day, about the middle of
‘ Me dance!’ exclaimed Pete, fairly ping, one of them discharged his gun close,
ducing from that water, in the course of petency of the men at the head of aflairs In this our calamity, we hojred to find
ren whohaveb<uguSt, last year, Pete was at his old post horror-struck, ‘ me, Pete Yerks, dance !
to his ears, thus savinghis life beyond a ten days, numerous rhomboidal crystals, had brought upon it.
in in the head.^mder the elm tree, with his old pipe, Oh Lord—oh Lord !’
consolation in the character and prin
doubt. Pete looked at them one instant, resembling those of the cave. In order
The people desired the early adoption ciples of him whom the Constitution had
cured of them 111 Ie leaned up against tjie tree, tjie pjpe
e Well, Pete, I don’t believe but you and slowly rising, he started for his cot
to ascertain if light had any influence in of the policy which had been promised designated to fill the office of the de
vniNT-l" ^ym^bstlessly between his teeth, and ev- can, and I know that you will, if I ask tage.
the
process, he tried it again in a dark them by the Whig party.—That policy parted chief. It is true, that toward that
Xii tl e hairfio®il,!’ry few moments a small curling cloud of you,’ added the voice most insinuatingly.
The next day ’Squire Jones had a load
I coiDnienced t^moke would issue from his lips, giving ‘ Upon my word of honor, I never did of coal sent from New York, and before it cellar, and produced similar crystals in six had bepn brought to the consideration of individual, even at the moment of his se
days, with one fourth of the voltaic pow the country throughout a contest of near lection for the Vice Presidency, no very
nubia, and
be only sign that he was
alive and «
awake,
dance while I was on earth, and I’m blow’d wes dumped at the door, Pete was there
.yvuivc,
er. As he has tried the experiment a ly twelve years’ duration, maintained with earnest public attention had been direct
jad my beadcomnd
ind he was evidently meditating, that be- if I do now I’m in h—.’
and asked for the job of carrying it in. hundred times, and always with the same unexampled devotion ; and its principles
.ir There caning the hardest work he had ever done,
ed ; and it is equally true that but a pass
‘ At him ! at him !’ exclaimed ten thous The ’Squire could not believe his senses.
anyofmyi*'t was after
■■the-- • August, the date
results, he was fully convinced that it was were illustrated by the precepts and prac ing regard was bestowed upon the cur
10th of
and voices, from major A to B flat, and He put on his spectacles and deliberately
xed by all venerable ladies for the annu- in a moment Pete heard such a humming surveying Pete, said, ‘ You carry it in ? possible to make even diamonds ; and tice of the most eminent and patriotic of rent ot his previous life and opinions. We
ray hairs
1 visit of the mosquitoes, and the spot about his ears as if all the musquitoes and Why, Pete, what is going to happen ? that at no distant period every kind of our citizens in every form by which they only knew him as one professing to be a
mineral would be formed by the ingenuity were able to address themselves to the member ofthe Whig party, and as seeking
the3 Balm
sj
j Annhts^’ete had choseni as his resting-place one gallinippers in the world had come to salute You work!
Well, I do declare. Oh yes of man.
intelligence of the people. Noone mis to identify himself with those great leaders
bo^af](| see, iVould
think
had
..
_____________
yould think had been selected as a place and greet his arrival in the infernal regions. —carry it in,’ and the ’Squire fairly ran
apprehended these principles-; they were of that party whose opinions and princi
lock ¿^.^f general rendezvous for those gentry.
Not one, as yet, attempted to touch into the house to tell his family of the ex
It is one of the most curious laws of life identified with the laborspif that great ples were deeply engraved in the most
ost
’ fhe
’hn air was black wifb
Lnt ikatr
with llwm
them, but
they him—they evidently were waiting for fur traordinary occurrence. In a moment ev that there is not a particle in any organ
. g g|ip(
arely troubled Pete—they knew him well, ther orders and anticipated great sport ery member of it, from the ’Squire’s grand ized body that can fulfil its proper func party whose unparalleled' success was conspicuous acts of our political history,
both the token and the reward of the gen and were read and understood by every
York, Nov-in that spot had he sat, and smoked, from him. Pete began to feel rather un mother down to his little grand-daughter, tions beyond a certain length of time. It
eral confidence of the nation.-—They citizen in the land. In this connexion,
mntlemaoof ™'ijnd
..nd «lent,
slept, for fifteen vpar«
years.
comfortable.
He
had
not
any
very
dis

was at the windows, and as Pete shoul must then be removed from the body, and promised reform—
S «Ci*
where he had sought to be prominent, We
J The smoke from Pete’s pipe came more tinct idea of his own situation at that mo dered his first basket and walked in with it,
another deposited in its place by the blood
hioi'.i
’
»
lo
?al
1st. In the restraint of Executive pow discerned what we conceived, and what
hich be ’oSJ Jiizily and at longer intervals.
His head ment, but that mischief was intended he
an involuntary exclamation broke from all. vessels : so that in a few years, there will er and patronage ;
bottles
ras sjnking UpOn h[s
eyes were could not doqbt, and he resolved to
doubtless he meant, to be a pledge of*
22 bottles
deSuch news as this could not long be :not remain in your own person one atom
2d. In the wholesome regulation of the faithful adherence to the Cardinal doctrines
>ck &
he gave evident fend himself to the last extreme.
kept dark, and before Pete had carried that now assists in forming your bones, currency and the advancement of the in for which we struggled, and With which
i° Wull'v!
that 116 was ^ast approaching that
‘ Come Pete, break down,’ said his old half of the coal in, a crowd had gathered muscles, brain, or any other portion of
terests of industry ; and
the hopes of the country Were indissolu
aeaU
-iiaNpjate
denominated,
c
Loafer
’
s
Heaven.
’
friend, the invisible, ‘ stir yoursejf or I’ll round him, who seemed to view the pro- your
ost respecL
'
frame !
3d. In the establishment of an economi bly bound up.
t0 for
ju.
1 a huge gallinipper, who had never before have to make you.
•ed to
the!
Strike up, music!’ ceedings with awe.
You will be the same if you live, and yet cal admihistration®f the finances.
We hoped to find Consolation also in the
LATE MAU(Pen Pete> (il being his first visit to this' and in a moment, Pete heard a couple of
They looked at Pete, and then looked :another! for you will be composed of new
They ^proposed to accomplish the first fact that his accession to the Presidency
lifieVund“ .ground,) noticing the evident symptoms of
fifes playing in the very best style the fa at each other. There could be no decep- materials.
:
It is the immortal part of man of these objects by limiting the service of brought him into communion and intimate
r ofofsg A
Approaching sleep, and being an hungered vorite Long Island break down. He had
tion there, for Pete joked and laughed all ithat preserves the identity of the individ the President to a single term ; by forbid- political fellowship with the chosen van
^,’qithal, cautiously approached him, making not time to think of any thing now, for at
"Si
the time, but in answer to all inquiries as ual ! You can no longer be surprised that ing all officery^f the government from in guard of the Whig party—the first selec
Jdfirge circles around the spot where he the same moment bis feet began to move
to what could have caused so extraordina- an
: animal whose organization is perfected, terfering in elections ; and by a voluntary tion made by General Harrison ofa Cabi
as reclining, and humming his favorite with such fearful rapidity as he had never ry a change, he only answered, ‘ Oh, if requires
i
nearly as much food to support self-denial, on the part of the Chief Mag net, distinguished for its paramount' abili
ir the while, to lull his unconscious vic- before known. He tried to stop, but no you knew all I know, may be you’d know that
i
organization, as a younger one in istrate, in that excessive use of the veto ty, integrity, and fidelity to the glorious
' m into security.
With a deep grunt —it was impossible—his feet were flying something;’ and that was all the satisfac- which
’
many of the organs are still in the power which had recently become so of cause in which we had conquered—-a
cure fol 5
»hogotoW,J 'ete’s head sank full upon his breast— about in the strangest, and most extraor tion they ever obtained from him. I would act
:
of growing.—Coates'1 Physiology.
fensive to th^country as an instrument of Cabinet eminently crowned with the pub
c0!fie P*Pe
from his lips into his bosom dinary manner and the voices of his invis
E !!—Some
not have ventured t&explain the mystery
party suprenBcy.
lic confidence, in whom all men trusted as
nitate tb'satt* rhis hat fell down over his eye^, and ible friends exólajgied ‘ go it, Pete-»—well
even now, wer^Jf
.credibly informed
1 Patrick, you fool, what makes you stale
They hoped to achieve their next ob in the very embodiment of the principles
1111 ‘ ' "nksSL ete was asleep. The gallinipper seeing
the step.’ . . ~ .
g done
uone—that
niai ’s me
that an old lady has otought on a nervous iso softly after that rabbit, when your gun ject by the establishment of a national of the party to which they belonged ; who
a Jilese never failing signs,. made his apJPete groaned__
______as the thought
___ . _____
in spirit
fever by trying toYhiak^What could have has
i
no lock on it ?’ ‘ Hush ! hush I my dar bank ; by an adjustment of the system of were inseparably associated with its glory
only externa’ roaches more boldly and alighting on 1 crossed him ‘ what would they think up' induced Pete to chan^effis nature.
duties upon 1 moderate and permanent and in whose generous and honorable^ re*
.
Had :ling, the rabbit don’t know that!’
S’5,
■ S

ffije Bemieiiuntt Ofajette
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my message.’ I then said to you, ‘I have no <origination of this bill, and deeply as I
[From the National Intelligencer.|
lation to (he President we had the seen- ' the confidence of the President. With mor- and deep regret. Shall the party, theiæÆm,
doubt, sir, that the House, having ascertained 1committed for your action upon it, yon ng
yielding to sentiments of despair, abandon its LETTERS OF RESIGNATION. your views, will pass a bill in conformity to 1consulted me on the subject ofthe veto
i and prosperous counsels,
i
.mil . tificafiOD
we’ havetoJu|oos1
observed aimei
that his
r.ty oln wise
and
| (ll aassociafre„
duty, and submit to defeat and disgyaçej
The following Letters of the Secretary of 'them, provided they can be satisfied that it isage. You did not even refer to it ¡n
he the pledge of a co-operation
wjth thoge wljQ |lfiVe been busy to frus- Far from suffering such dishonorable ,^nsé- the Treasury and the Attorney General, re would answer the purposes of the Treasury, versation, and the first notice I had of i[S C°U
was derived from rumor. a
Ol)
should enable him to accomplish all that | trate onr pUrpOses, rather than those whose quences, the very disappointment which it has signing their respective trusts, have been and
.
relieve the country? You then said, tents
i
the nation desired. These hopes were j princjp]es seemed to be most identified with unfortunately experienced, should séfve only placed in our hands for publication :—
, ‘ Cannot my Cabinet see that this is brought
And to me, at least, you have done nothin
to redouble its exertions, and to inspire it with
still further enlivened bv the encouraging > tjie pinVer by which he was elected,
about ? You must stand by me in this emer to wipe away the personal indignity aiJ
Washington, Sept. 11, 1841.
tone in which the President referred, in I
We have reason to believe thal he has per- fresh courage to persevere with a spirit Wk,q Sir : Circumstances have occurred in the gency. Cannot you see that a bill passes out of the act. I gathered.it is true
subdued
and
a
resolution
unshaken,
until
Congress such as I can approve without in yonr conversation, shortly alter the till hl
his first address to the nation, to the “ cv- mined himself to be approached, counselled
prosperity of the country is fully re-establish (course of your Administration, and chiefly in consistency ?’
I declared again my belief passed the House, that you had a strong
the
exercise
by
you
of
the
Veto
Power,
which
er r ious eXilmple”
him by the | ed, and its liberties firmly secured against adl
And you pose to reject it; but nothing was said fikesofi
constrain me to believe that my longer con- that such a bill might be passed.
1'athers ofthe great Republican* scho >lstl|.eSi What were represented to be his o- danger from the abuses, encroachments, or u- ■ tinuance in office as a member of your Cabi then said to me, * What do you understand ening or apology to me either in reference'
and the declaration of. his d®t)rmination i pinions
- inns nnH
and designs have
have been
been freely,
freely, and e- surpations of the Executive department• of net will be neither agreeable to you, useful to be my opinions ?
State them, so that I myself or to those with whom I had c
Government.to walk in the path ♦which tlre^e pointed 1ven insolently put forth in certain portions, the
l
may see there is no misapprehension about municated at your request, and who had J
to the country, nor honorable to myself.
At
the
head
of
the
duties
which
remain
ed themselves and induced the two Hou i
£o me the justice, Mr. President, to be them.’
out.
>
s
•and those not the most reputable, of the pub for the Whigs to perform toward their coun
I then said that I understood you to be of to act upon the faith of that comtnunicafi™
In the indulgence of these* hopes Con- lic
] press, in a manner .that ought to be deem- I
lieve that this conclusion has been adopted
try,
stand
conspicuously
and
pre
eminently
aneither capriciously, nor in any spirit of par opinion that Congress might charter a Bank And, strange as it may seem, the Veto M
gross entered upon its labors. By adopt- ed
< oflAsive to his holier, as it certainly was t
ali others —
to the feelings of those who were believed to bove
I
ty feeling or personal hostility, but from a in the District of Columbia, giving it its lo sage attacks in an especial manner the
ing rules for the despatch of business I
First. A reduction of the Executive pow
be his best friends. In the earnest endeavor
That provisions which were inserted at your r
sense of duty, which mistaken though it may cation here. To this you assented.
conformable io the emergency of an extra ;manifested by the members of the Whig par- er,
< by a fiirthe^limitation of the veto, so as to be, is yet so sincerely entertained, that I cheer they might authorize such Bank to establish quest; and even the name of the corporation
obedience to the public will, as that
session, and in view of the great amount ty
( in Congress to ascertain specifically the secure
‘
such offices of discount and deposite in the which was not only agreed to by you b
be expressec&by the immediate repre fully sacrifice to it the advantagesand distinc several States, with the assent of the States. especially changed to meet your ex-presse
of legislation which the» time required, we ;President’s notions in reference to the details shall
‘
tions of office.
sentatives
of
thetpeople
and
the
States,
with
have been able to achieve all, and even of
( such a bill relating to a fiscal agent as *
Be pleased, therefore, to accept this as my To this you replied, ‘ Don’t name discounts; wishes, is made the subject of your criticism
be likely to meet his approbation, the no
’ other control than that which is indispen resignation of the office of Attorney General they have been the source of the most abom Different men might view this transaction)!
more than all, that our constituents could would
<
sable
to
avert
hasty
or
unconstitutional
legis

changes of his opinion and the sin- ‘
of the United States.
Very respectfully, inable corruptions, and are wholly unneces different points of light, but under these ci
have demanded at our hands. The lead- frequent
I
*
w
want of consistency in his views have lation.
’
sary to enable the Bank to discharge its du cumstances, as a matter of personal honor i
ours,
L
J.
CRITTENDEN.
ing and great measures
this session gular
i
y
By the adoption of-à singleWerm for the in
baffled his best friends, and rendered the hopm
would be bard for me to remain of
ties to the Country and the Government.’
T
he President.
have been under discussion *in Congress
council, to seal my lips and leave unexnL
of adjustment with him impossible.
1cumbent of the Presidential office.
1
observed
in
reply
that
I
was
proposing
and out of it, for many years past, and lit
By a separation of the purse from the
Congress, early in the session, called upon
nothing, but simply endeavoring to state ed and undisclosed where lies in this iiw
Treasury Department, Sept. 11, 1841.
and with that view to place the ap
tle remained to be said beyond a repe- ,the Secretary of the Treasury for the plan sword,
i
Sir : After the most calm and careful con what 1 bad understood to be your opinion as action the departure from straight-forward
pointment
of
the
head
of
the
Treasury
in
tition of former debates.
There was of
, a fiscal agent; the result of this call was a
sideration, and viewing the subject in all the to the powers which Congress might consti ness and candor. So far indeed from admit
nothing in the circumstances or position bill which was reported in detail, with an ar Congress ; and
aspects in which it presents itself to my mind, tutionally confer on a Bank; that on that ting the encouragement which you gafl;
By
subjecting
the
power
of
dismissal
from
in its favor, and it was, as we had a
point I stood corrected. I then proceeded to to this bill in its inception, and explaii
of either party in Congress to require, or1 gument
.
office to just restrictions, so as to render the I have come to the conclusion that 1 ought say that I understood you to be of opinion ing and excusing your sudden and vi^
oven to justify, protracted discussions ; right to regard it, received by all as the bill President amenable for its exercise.
noJonger to remain a member of your Cabi
that Congress might authorize such Bank to lent hostility towards it, you throw im(
and the majority, therefore, felt them of the President. In fact, it was known to
Second. The establishment by Congress net. I tbeiefore resign the office of Secreta
contain provisions in reference to the assent
establish
agencies in the several Slates, with your Veto Message an interrogatory eom ’
ry
ol
the
Treasury,
and
beg
you
to
accept
this
selves entitled to give to the extra session of the States, which corresponded with the of a fiscal agent, competent to collect, safely
power to deal in bills of exchange, without lent to an assertion that it was such a bil|a
the character of a Congress of action and private opinion of the cabinet. This bill the keep, and disburse the public moneys, to re- as my letter of resignation.
To avoid misunderstanding, I distinctly de the assent of the States ; to which you replied, you had already declared could not receive
decision, rather than one of debate ; and President had even informed more than one storerthe currency, and to equalize the ex
clare that I do not consider a difference of ‘Yes, if they be foreign bills, or bills drawn your sanction. Such is the obvious effect o
changes
of
the
country
;
and
we feel assured that in this effort we have member of the House he would be willing to
in one State and payable in another. That is the first interrogatory clause on the seton
Third. The introduction of economy in opinion as to the charter of a National Bank
done no more than respond to the just ex sign if passed by Congress ; yet it contained
a -sufficient reason for dissolving the ties all the power necessary for transmitting the page. It has all the force of an assertiot
the
administration
of
the
Government,
and
provision for local discounting', in regard to
public funds and regulating exchanges and without its open fairness. I have met am
pectations ofthe people.
the discontinuance of all sinecures and use which have existed between us. Though 1 the currency.’
refuted this, the necessary inference fron
First in urgency among the bills passed which his veto message affirms his objection less offices.
look upon that measure as one of vast impor
to be altogether insuperable.
your language, in my preceding statemeii
Mr.
Webster
then
expressed
in
strong
terms
tance
to
the
prosperity
of
the
country,
and
during the session, and that to which the
To the effectuation of these objects ought
The President has subsequently declared
his opinion that such a charter would answer the correctness of which you, I am sure
public command most imperatively drew that this was not his measure, and that when the exertions of the Whigs hereafter to be though 1 should have deeply deplored your
all just purposes of Government and be satis not call in question.
Those only should be chosen inability or unwillingness to accord it
the notice of Congress, was the repeal of he said he would sign this bill he had not directed.
Your veto to the first bill you rested oi
to the wishes of the People and the States, factory to the People ; and declared his pref
the Sub Treasury law. Our next care read it. The pjan of an exchange bank, such members of Congres who are willing cordial so unequivocally expressed through their erence for it over any which had been pro constitutional ground and the high coni i
ly
to
co
operate
in
the
accomplishment
of
s
was the enactment ofthe Lm\d bill. This as was reported after the first veto, the Presi
still, upon this and this posed, especially as it dispensed with the tionsof conscience ; and no man, in my opa
them. Instead of striking our flag, let it be Representatives,
1
was followed by an act converting the debt dent is understood by more than one member reared still higher, with a firmer hand, bear- ialone, unconnected with other controlling assent of the States to the creation of an in ion, had a right to question your sinceriv f
which the preceding Administration had oCCongress to whom he expressed his opin ing upon its folds in conspicuous letters, circumstances,
I should not have felt bound stitution necessary for carrying on the fiscal I so said, and I so acted, for, through all;
<
ion, to have regarded as a favorite measure.
to
resign
the
place
which 1 hold in your ad operations of Government. He examined it contest and collision that arose out of th
entailed upon the country into a Ioan of It was in view of this opinion, suggested as “ The Will of the Nation uncontroll- l
But those controlling cir at some length, both as to its constitutionality act, you had my adherence and suppoi
twelve millions of dollars, which is limit- it is in his first veto, and after using every ed by the will of ^ONE MAN : one ministration.
i
do exist,and I will, in my own jus and its influence on the currency and exchan But how is it with respect to this? Thesub :
'
led for its redemption to a period of three proper effort to ascertain his precise views Presidential term, a frugal Govern- cumstances
MENT, AND NO SuH TREASURY, OPEN OR tification,place
I
them in connection before you. ges, in all which views you expressed your ject of a bank is not new to you ; it is mo;
years.
Associating with this measure upon it, that the committee of the House of
It
is
but
just
to you to say that the bill concurrence, desired that such a bill should be than twenty years since you have made it a
was the revenue hili, rendered necessary Representatives reported their second bill. It COVERT, IN SUBSTANCE OR IN FACT Î NO which first passed the two Houses of Con introduced, and especially that it should go in object of consideration and of study, especia
Government Bank, but an institution
not only as a provision toward the extin made provision for a bank without the privi CAPABLE OF
to the hands of some of your friends. tTo my ly in its connexion with the consfuutiou
GUARDING
THE
PEOPLE’S gress,and which was returned with your ob
guishment of the loan, but also as indis lege of local discounting, and was adapted as TREASURE AND ADMINISTERING TO THE jections on the 16th of August, did never, in enquiry whether Mr. Sergeant would be a- powers of the General Government. Yu
Closely as possible, to that class of mercantile
its progress, as far as I know or believe, re greeable to you, you replied that he would. therefore, could not be, and you were m
pensable for the supply of means, to meet3 operations which the first veto message de People’s wants.”
You especially requested Mr. Webster and taken unprepared on this question. Theb
the ordinary and necessary appropriations scribes with approbation, and which that pa
Rallying under that banner, let us appeal ceive at any time either your express or im
myself to communicate with Messrs. Berrien which I reported to Congress, with your bj
plied
assent.
So
far
as
that
bill
was
known
to
that
people
whose
patriotic
exertions
led
of the year.
per specifically illustrates by reference to the
and Sergeant on the subject, to whom you probation, at the commencement of the st
to
me,
or
I
was
consulted
upon
it,
I
endeav

to
victory
in
the
late
glorious
struggle.
Let
The bankrupt act, so earnestly and so 4- dealings in exchanges” of the Bank of the
ored to bring its provisions as nearly as pos said you had promised toaddress a note, but sion, had the clause relating to agencies,«
long solicited by a large and meritorious United States in 1833, wdiich the President us invoke the action of the Legislative coun
sible
in accordance with what I understood you doubted not that this personal communi the power to de$l in exchanges, as stroq
class of our citizens, has been passed un affirms “ amounted to upward of one hun cils of the sovereign States of this Union. In to be your views, and rather hoped than ex cation would be equally satisfactory.
You developed as the one you have now reject»
Yet this plan, structed by their immediate constituents, let
desired
us,
also, in communicating with those and equally without the assent of the Si®
de? circumstances which cannot but reflect dred milljons of dollars.”
pected
your
approval.
I
knew
the
extent
to
when it was submitted to him, was objected them ascertain and express the public will in
You referred specially and with appri
ffie highest honor upon the representatives to on a new ground, The last veto has nar relation to these great questions ; and espe which you were committed on the question. gentlemen, not to commit you personally, lest,
tion
to that clause many days after, in a ci
this
being
recognized
as
your
measure,
it
jlf many sections of the country. As a mea- rowed the question of a bank down to the cially let them, within their respective con I knew the pertinacity with which you ad
versation held in the Department of Sim
1 S>re standing alone, it might perhaps have basis of the Sub Treasury scheme, and it is stitutional spheres, exert themselves to give it hered to your expressed options, and 1 might be made a subject of comparison to You sanctioned it in this particular bill asiii
dreaded from the first the most destructive your prejudice in the course of discussion.
been destined to a farther delay ; but be obvious fr£m the opinions of that message effect.
You and Mr. Webster then conversed about tailed above. And no doubt was thrown si
Animated by these principles, and guided consequences, when the project of compro
ing brought as it was into that series of that the country is not to expect any thing
i the particular wording of the sixteenth fun on the subject by you, in my hearing or will
mise
which
I
presented
at
an
early
day
was
measures which were supposed to em better than tlyi* exploded Sub Treasury, or by providence, defeat is impossible, and tri
damental article, containing the grant of in my knowledge, until the letter of N
umphant success inevitable. We may confi rejected.
brace the scheme of relief which the na some measure^pf the same character, from
(
power to deal in exchanges, and of the con- Botts came to your hands. Soon after ll
It
is
equally
a
matter
of
justice
to
you
and
dently hope that vast numbers of our fellow
Mr. Tyler.
•
• nexion in which that grant should be intro- reading of that letter, you threw out stroi
tion at large required, it met from a Whig
In the midst of’all these varieties of opin citizens, who have been hitherto separated to myself to say that the bill which I report! duced ; you also spoke of the name of the in- intimations that you would veto that bill if
Congress that support of which the chief ion, an impenetrable mystery seemed to hang from us, will unite with us under such a glo ed to the two Houses of Congress at the
were not postponed. That letter I did ai
argument and highest value are derived over the whole question. There was no such rious standard ; and that majorities in both commencement of the session, in obediencei stitution, desiring that that should be changed. do most unequivocally condemn, but it i
■
To
this
I
objected,
as
it
would
probably
be
to
their
call,
was
modified
so
as
to
meet
your
from the respect which every one felt to frank interchange of sentiment as ought to Houses of Congress sufficiently large may be
i made a subject of ridicule, but you insisted not affect the constitutionality of the bill]
be due to a comprehensive policy, whose characterize the intercourse of a President secured to carry any measure demanded by approbation. You may not, it is true, have that there was much in a name, and this in- justify you in rejecting it on that ground;
read
the
bill
throughout,
and
examined
every
scope should include every intCT«&t-4»-4W- amLlxis.tlia last persons in the the welfare of the pation, in spite of the in
Mr. could affect only the expediency of your a
part of it; but the sixteenth fundamental ar• stitution ought not to be called a bank.
nation. It is a trial for the benefit of the Government who would seem to have been terposition of the power with which any one ticle, which became the contested question of Webster undertook to adapt it in this partic tion ; and, whatever you may nqw_beliHj|
intrusted with his confidence on those em man may have been accidentally invested.-—
country, and remains to be altered or im barrassing topics were the constitutional ad Disappointed in that, if such should be our principle, was freely discussed between us, ular
to your wishes. Mr. Bell then observed to the scruples existing in your
i
proved. as the public wanfs may hereaf visers which the laws had provided for him. lot, there will remain the hope of an amend and it was understood and unequivocally to
I Mr. Webster and myself that we had no and in a kindred source there is strong^
to lose; that if this were not immediate to believe that they have their origin.
I
ter be found to require. The importance
In this review ofthe position into which ment of the Constitution, curtamng the Ex sanctioned by yourself. The last clause in time
If I be right in this, and I doubt not I as
in the present posture of our affairs, of at the late events have thrown the Whig party ecutive power. And if that should fail, we the bill, also, which contained a reservation 1ly attended to, another bill, less acceptable,
here is a great public measure demanded
might
be
got
up
and
reported.
We
replied
of
power
in
Congress,
was
inserted
on
the
i
have
only
to
recur
to
the
noble
example
of
it
is
with
profound
sorrow
we
look
to
the
tending to the national defences, suggest
Mr. Webster the country, passed upon and approved ,
ninth of June, in your presence, and with that we would lose no time.
ed the measures of establishing a home course pursued by the President. He has our ancestors, to recollect the duty we owe to
accordingly
called
on
Messrs.
Berrien and the Representatives of the States and I
^our
approbation
;
though
you
at
one
time
i
squadron, of repairing and arming the for wrested from us one of the best fruits of a ourselves and posterity, and to bear with I told me that, in giving your sanction to the ISergeant immediately, and I waited on them People, rejected by you as President i
long and painful struggle, and the consum manly fortitude three years longer the suffer^
grounds having no origin in conscience,!
tifications, of providing for the defence of
mation of a glorious victory ; he has even per ings inflicted during the last twelve years I* ^tMffiyou would accompany it with an explan by his appointment at five o’clock on the no reference to the public good. The reje
the lakes, and of bringing the nation at haps thrown us once more upon the field of the mal-administration of the Executive de ation of your understanding of that last same
day, and agreed upon the principles of
i
the bill in accordance with your expressed tion of this measure, too, continues the pi
large into a state of readiness against political strife, not weakened in numbers, partment of the Government.
We shall elapse.
In this condition of things, though I great wishes. And I am apprised of the fact, with the sword in the hands of the Exi
hostile aggression—in regard to which nor shorn of the support of the country, but. have the consolation of reflecting that, in the
tive, from which we strove to wrest »ini
measures, as great unanimity prevailed in stripped of the arms which success has plac mean time, if the President can prevent the ly regretted your veto on the bill as it passed though it did not occur in my presence, that contest which elevated your predecessor;
after
the
bill
was
drawn
up,
and
before
it
the
two
Houses
of
Congress,
and
thought
I
Congress, we mawsafely assure ourselves ed in our hands, and left again to rely upon attainment of all the good which Congress is
foresaw the excitement and agitation which was reported, it was seen and examined by you to power. I cannot concur in this jl
they will meet the undivided approbation that high patriotism which for twelve yearsi desirous to accomplish, Congress may check it would produce among the People, yet, con yourself; that your attention was especially course of policy. In or out of office iiiyof
or prevent some of the mischiefs which, unsustained
us
in
a
conflict
of
unequalled
as

ions remain unchanged. I cannot abandi
of our constituents throughout the whole
perity, and which finally brought us to the: der a different state of majorities in the body, sidering the changes which the bill had un called to the sixteenth fundamental article ; the principles for which, during ali my
Union.
dergone in its passage, and its variance from that on full examination you concurred in the
fulfilment of those brilliant hopes which he he might have the power to impose.
This rapid review’, fellow citizens, will ex- I| has done so much to destroy.
the one you had agreed to sanction, I could provisions; that at the same time its name ical career, I have struggled; especiallj
J. MACPHERSON BERRIEN,
hibit what we have done. What we have
not find in that act enough to disturb the con was so modified as to meet your approbation ; cannot be one of the instruments by ivh
In this state of things, the Whigs will natN. P. TALLMADGE,
failed to do remains to be told.
fidential relations which existed between us. and the bill was reported and passed, in all the Executive wields these combined,a®
I urally look with anxiety to the future, and inO. H. SMITH,
}
I was disposed to attribute this act, fraught essential particulars, as it was when it came mulated and dangerous powers.
It is with profound and poignant regret , quire what are the actual relations between
Committee of the Senate.
These, sir, are the reasons for the ni)|
with mischief as it was, to pure and honora through your hands.
that we find ourselves called upon to invoke j the President and those who brought him in
J. P. KENNEDY,
You asked Mr. Webster and myself each tant step which I have felt it my duty loti:
ble motives, and to a conscientious convic
your attention to this point. Upon the great' to power; and what in the opinion of theiri
tion on your part that the bill, in some of its to prepare and present to you ah argument and 1 submit them as its justification.
S. MASON.
and leading measure touching this question I friends in Congress, should be their course
1 am, very respectfully, yours,
provisions, conflicted with the Constitution. touching the constitutionality of the bill; and
HORACE EVERETT,
our anxious endeavors to respond to the hereafter. On both of these questions we
T. EWlra
But that opinion of your course on the bill before those arguments could be prepared
J. C. CLARK,
earnest prayer of the nation have been frus feel it to be our duty to address you in per
To the President.
which has just been returned to Congress and read by you, you declared, as I heard and
K. RAYNER,
trated by an act as unlooked for as ibis to be fect frankness and without reserve, but, at
with your second veto, I do not and cannot believe, to gentlemen, members of the House,
Committee of the House of Representatives.
lamented. We grieve to say to you that, by the same time, with due respect to others.
LETTilR FROM MR. VVEBST0
entertain.-—Recur to what has passed between that you would cut off your right hand rather
ihe exercise of that power in the Constitution
In regard to the firsts we are constrained to*
Whereupon the question was taken upon
The
following letter from the Secretan
than
approve
it.
After
this
new
resolution
us
with
respect
to
it,
and
you
will
at
once
which has ever been regarded with stfepi- say, that the President, by the course he has! the adoption of said address, and it was uwas taken, you asked and earnestly urged State addressed to Hiram Ketchum,
perceive that such opinion is impossible.
cion, and often with odium, by the people—a . adopted in respect to the application of the! nanimously adopted.
On the morning of the 16th of August, 1 the members of your Cabinet to postpone the peared in the New-York whig papers ol
power which we had Imped was never to be ! veto power to two successive bank charters,
Ordered. That twenty thousand copies of called at your chamber, and found you pre bill; but you would neither give yourself, noi !4th insl.
J
exhibited, on this subject, by a Whig Presi-j each of which there was just reason to be->
said address be printed, and circulated among
Washington, Sept.
paring the first veto message, to be despatch suffer them to give, any assurance of your
dent—we have been defeated in two attempts’
....... ..........
f r________, ; by his_
; lieve
would meet his approbation
the people of the United States.
ed to the Senate. The Secretary of War future course, in case of such postponement. . My Dear Sir—I thank you for your
to create a fiscal agent, which the wants of j withdrawal of confidence from his real friends
Ordered. That said address be signed by
came in also, and you read a portion of the By some of us, and I was myself one, the ef and friendly letter.
the country had demonstrated to us, in the ! in Congress and from the members of his
the members of the committee appointed to
You will have learned that Messrs.,W ,
He observed that, though fort was made to gratify your wishes, in the
most absolute form of proof, to be eminently Cabinet; by his bestowal of it upon oth prepare the same, and that the proceedings message to us.
necessary and proper in the present emer ers notwitstand’mg their notorious oppo of this meeting be signed by the Presidents, the veto would create a great sensation in only way in which it could be done with pro Bell, Badger and Crittenden, have
Congress, yet he thought the minds of our priety ; that is by obtaining the general con their respective offices. Probably ah. ■
gency. Twice have we, with the utmost dil sition to leading measures of his Administra and countersigned by the Secretaries.
friends better prepared for it than they were currence of the whig members of the two ger will feel bound to follow the exs'
igence and deliberation, matured a plan for tion, has voluntarily separated himself from
On motion, the meeting then adjourned* some days ago,and he hoped it would be calm Houses in the postponement. It failed, as I This occurrence can hardly cause you
the collection, safe keeping, and disbursing! those by whose exertions and suffrages he
sine die.
ly received, especially, as it did not shut out have reason to believe, because you would same degree of regret which it has0^
of the public moneys, through the agency of was elevated to-that office through which he
NATHAN F. DIXON, ? p
t
ali
hope of a bank. To this you replied, that give no assurance that the delay was not ed to me; as they are not only
a corporation adapted to that end, and twice reached his present exalted station. The ex
JEREMIAH MORROW, VreSlden
you really thought there ought to be no diffi sought as a means and occasion for hostile but persons with whom I have han,tor ■
has it been our fate to encounter the opposi istence of this unnatural relation is as extra
K. Rayner,
V
\
culty about it; that you,had.sufficiently indi movements. During this season of deep feel time, a daily official intercourse- 1 coil
tion ofthe President, through the application ordinary as the annunciation of it is painful
Christopher Morgan, > Secretaries.
cated in your veto message what kind of a ing and earnest exertion upon our part, while partake in this movement. Itis supR L
<>fthe veto power. The character of that and mortifying. What are the consequen
R. W. Thompson,
)
bank you would approve, and that Congress we were zealously devoting our talents and be justified, 1 presume, by tlie (ll‘ r
veto in each case, the circumstances in which ces and duties which grow out of it? ’
might, if they saw fit, pass such a one in influence to serve and sustain you, the very ces which have arisen between the
jt was administered, and the grounds upon
The first consequence is that those who
Secrets of our Cabinet council made their ap dent and Congress, upon the means o .
three
days.
which it has met the decided disapprobation brought the President into power can be no
Louisiana Election. The annual elec
The 18th, being the day of our regular pearance in an infamous paper printed in a lishing a proper Fiscal Agency, and ,
of your friends in Congress, are sufficiently longer, in any manner or degree, justly held tion for members of the Legislature was held
apparent in the public documentsand the de responsible or blamed for the administration in Louisiana on the 3d in st. In New Orleans Cabinet meeting, we assembled, all except neighboring city, the columns of which were ing a sound state of the currency, an
bates relating to it.
of the Executive branch of the Government; two Whigs and one Loco Foco were elected. Messrs. Crittenden and Granger, and you daily charged with flattery of yourself and eral matters growing out of those dine^
told us that you had had a long conversation foul abuse of your Cabinet. All this 1 bore ; I regret these differences as deeply a r
This subject has acquired a painful inter and that the President and his advisers should Last year all three were Whigs.
with Messrs. Berrien and Sergeant, who pro for I felt that my services, so long as they man ; but I have not been able to see in ,
est with us, and will doubtless acquire it with be exclusively hereafter deemed accountable.
manner the resignation of the Camoe ,
you, from the unhappy developments with But as, by the joint acts of Providence and the
Municipal Election in Charleston, fessed to come in behalf of the whigs of the could avail, were due to the nation—to that likely either to remove or mitigate -1» |
which it is accompanied. We are constrain people, he is constitutionally invested with (S. C.) Jacob F. Mintzing, the Whig candi two Houses to endeavor to. strike out some great and magnanimous People whose suf
produced by them. On the contrary, J,
ed to say that we find no ground to justify us the powers of Chief Magistrate, while he re date, hasfieen elected Mayor of Charleston, measure which would be generally accepta frages elevated your predecessor to the station
ly
reliance for a remedy for those evj |
which
you
now
fill,
and
whose
united
voices
ble.
That
you
had
your
doubts
about
the
mains
in
office
he
should
be
treated
with
per

in the conviction that the veto of the Presi
by a majority of 540 over his opponent, H. L.
propriety of conversing with them yourself, approved his act when hesummoned usaround been, and is, on the union, concilia^ I
dent has been interposed on this question fect respect by all. And it will be the duty Pinckney.
and thought it more proper that you should him, to be his counsellors; and I felt that perseverance of the whole whig lia1’’
solely upon conscientious and well consider of the Whigs, in and out of Congress, to give
I by no means despair of seeing ye ,
ed opinions ofconstitutional scruple as to his to his official acts and measures fair and full
At the approaching election in Pennsylva commune with them through your constitu what was due to his memory, to the injunc plished by these means, all that w
duty in the case presented. On the contrary consideration, approving them and c'o-oper- nia, the question whether the office of Gov tional advisers. You expressed a wish that tions which he left us in his last dying words,
too many proofs have been forced upon our ating in their support when they can, and ernor shall be limited to a single term of the whole subject should be postponed till and to the People, whose servants we were, It may render us more patient un
observation to leave us free from the appre differing from and opposing any of them on three years is to be submitted.to the people. the next session of Congress. You spoke of had not all been performed until every means pointment in regard to one tneaSpe’al.jell
lect, as is justly stated by the i|e .
hension that the President has permitted ly from a high seftse of public duty.
The Legislature at its last session adopted the delay in the Senate of the consideration was tried, and every hope had failed of car
of your veto message, and expressed anxiety rying out the true principles upon which the his last message, how great a num
The more important question remains to be resolutions to that effect.
himself to be beguiled into an opinion that,
s
as to the tone and temper which the debate mighty movement was founded that elevated portant measures has been a‘*’e ,
by this exhibition of his prerogative, he might touched. What ought to be the future line
fully carried through. I hardly K<>
him and you to power.
would assume.
be able to divert the policy of his Adminis of conduct of the Whig party in the extraor
This bill, framed and fashioned according such a mass of business has been o r
Mr. Badger said that on enquiry he was
tration into a channel which should lead to dinary emergency which now exists?
Soap Locks. The Secretary of the Na
.
They came into power to accomplish great vy’s mandate against “soap locks,” has been happy to find that the best temper prevailed to your own suggestions, in the initiative of in a single session of Congress.
new political combinations, and accomplish
The annual Winter Session is,n J
results which must overthrow the present di and patriotic objects. By tire zeal and per the death of them, alike to fashionables and in the two Houses. He believed they were which I and another member of your Cabinet
visions of party in the country, and finally severance of the majorities in Congress, some the Navy. The hair is now worn short and perfectly ready to take up the bill reported by were made by you the agents and the negotia hand ; the same Congress is again
produce a state of things which those who of the most important of those objects have snug. Young men no longer look like Hot the Secretary of the Treasury, and pass it at tors, was passed by large majorities through the semble, and feeling as deeply as
necessity °\SOp
b
elected him,at least, have never contemplated. been carried at the extra session. Others yet tentots.—Some of them on Chestnut street, once. You replied, ‘Talk not to me of Mr. two Houses of Congress, and sent to you, and the indispensable
We have seen from an early period of the remain to be effected. The conduct of the have quite a clean and Christian aspect.— Ewing’s bill ; it contains that odious feature you rejected it. Importantas was the part provision for the keeping of the
session, that the Whig party did not enjoy. President has occasioned bitter mortification Phil. North .American,
of local discounts which I have repudiated in which I had taken, at your request, in the ¡ey, for aid to the operations of I*1
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MEMORA ND A .
utu .a giving pub- | False Clamor. Many of the editors of
oy v\ie
willth pleasure in
Alfred, within and for the County of
Ar. at Boston, I8th, brig Horace, White, Am
. The sten taken ' newspapers are doing mischief by their igand to the high oublie interests, of Currency
licity to the following notice,i. 1 ne step taiten ( norance and f00]ish statements about war and sterdam, July 19.
York, on the sixth day of September,!in the
and Exchange, Fam not in haste to believe
Cid. at Boston, 21st, ship Marcia Cleaves,
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for
SATURDAY, SEPT. 25, 1841.
by our neighbors is a praiseworthy one and warlike preparations, etc.
that the party which has now the pre-emi
The plain truth Franklin N. Thompson, for New Orleans.
ty-one, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge
nence will not, in all these respects, yet lulfil
deserving of imitation.—We understand that is, our government have heretofore grossly
Ar. at Boston,22d, barque Abbott Lord, Now
oj said Court:
MAINE ELECTION.
the expectations of the Country. If it shall
neglected
the
fortifications
—
that
are
not
only
ell, Bangor, Wales, 10th ult.
at the recent Regimental review at Rochester,
NCREASE S. KIMBALL,named execu
not, then our condition is forlorn indeed,
out of repair, but in a state of dilapidation,
We copy from the Argus the following
Ar. at Edgartown, 15th,sch. Girard,Stevenson,
tor in a certain instrument purporting to
N. H. no ardent spirits were sold on the field and in most of them but few guns mounted. Baltimore, for Saco.
B$, for one, I will not give up the hope.
Recapitulation of the votes for Governor at
be the last will and testament of Jacob Good
My particular connection with the Admin
The last Congress have appropriated a ve
or in its vicinity, and the results were, as
Sid.
from
Shields,
28th
ult.
ship
York,
Morrill,
win, late of Lebanon, in said county, deceas
istration, however, is in another Department. the late election in this State, in 356 towns might be supposed, of the most beneficial ry small sum, which is now being used, to Boston.
.
The returns from the re
Ia think
can think
mount the guns, restore the gates, and oil the
Sid. from Hull,22d ult. ship Propontis, Wise, ed, having presented the same for probate :
niiiiLx very
veiy humbly
iiuinuiy—none
nuuc vu..
........ more and plantations.
character.—Why cannot lhe same measure
ORDERED—That the said executor
humbly—of the value of the services which maining towns, etc. will not, probably, rnate1 hinges and other iron work, which in anoth- Boston.
,
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
be carried out in this town, on Friday next ? Jj er
wou
jd |have
iaVe been
useless.
This
is
all,
Ar.
at
Elsineur,
17th
ult.
brig
Swiss
Boy,
er
year
would
been
useless.
This
is
all,
I am able to render to the public in that post. . „ vary the result.
The “ scattering”
ing a copy of this order to be published in the
Ti..»
nc. there is, c,„
J
J
It could not fail to render the proceedings ofi and there ‘is nothing to
the terrible
cry'J Blaisdell, Boston, for Cronstradt.
But as
so Ci.,
far ns
as IT know,
know, on
on all
all subsub
‘ i,justify
‘ ‘z *'
—11—
votes are principally for Mr. Curtis, the aboli
Ar at Bremen, 23d ult. Nimrod, Chadbourne, Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk,
of
war
preparations,
etc.
which
has
been
rais

jects affecting our Foreign Relations, a con
the day more orderly and peaceful, and no
New Orleans.
.
u three Weeks successively, that they may
currence between the President and myself; tion candidate.
one would have cause to complain of or ed
< by a clique of silly men who talk about
Sid. from Marseilles, 15th ult. Ganza, Fernaid, appear at a Probate Court to be held at
and as there is nothing to disturb the harmo
RECAPITULATION.
things they do not understand.— V. F. Star.
New Orleans.
Alfred, in said county, on the first Mon
ny of our intercourse, 1 have not felt it con
Sci. regret a measure from which none but bene
Fairfield. Kent.
Counts.
day ot November next, at ten of the clock in
The Revenue Bill becomes a law after
sistent with the duty which I owe the Coun York,
33 ficial results coukrprocecd. The subject is
3713
(25 towns) 5782
the forenoon, and shew cause, il any they
try, to run the risk, by any sudden or abrupt Cumberland,,27 »
194 worthy consideration and action.
5157
i the 30th of this month. For the last few Ma €ourtof Probate holdem have, why the said instrument should not be
6541
»
at
Alfred,
within
and
for
the
County
of
days
we
have
received
very
heavy
importa

proceeding, of embarrassing the Executive, Lincoln,
148
4871
5169
33
TEMPERANCE NOTICE.
' tions of goods, especially from France,. which
York, on the first Monday in September, in the proved, approved, and allowed as the last will
in regard to subjects and questions now im Oxford,
294
2147
4557
34 »
As the evil effects of alcoholic drinks at all were ordered in anticipation of the increased
year
of our Lord eighteen hundred and for and testament of said deceased.
mediately pending, and which intimately af Kennebec, 22
282
5502
3906
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
times, (and particularly at large gatherings of duty, and between this and the 30th a large
ty-one, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge
fect the preservation of the peace of the Somerset,
250
2830
2667
30 D
A
true
copy
—Attest,
'
those
who
do
not
yet
practice
total
abstinence
amount is expected to arrive. We hear that
of said Court :
Country. I am, dear sir, with constant re Franklin,
149
1538
2172
John Skeele, Register.
22 D
j from all that intoxicates) are so generally steam boats are chartered to cruise about the
N
the
petition
of
Ebenezer
G.
Moore
for
D
201
i
gard, yours, etc. etc.
3475
4570
Sept.
18.
3w
42
Penobscot,
!
known
and
acknowledged,
and
as
those
ef

administration of the estate of James
(Signed)
DANIEL WEBSTER.
887
987
8=! fects have been so painfully manifest at the Hook for the last two or three days of the
Piscataquis, 16 »
Wheelwright late of Wells, in said County,
month, in order to bring up before the time
1436
2059
24 «
Hancock,
Military Reviews held in South Berwick expires any7 vessel that may be fortunate e- deceased, praying that administration of the M a Court o f Probate, holden
201
2019
5015
Waldo,
27 n
within
a
few
years
past
;
the
officers
of
the
estate of said deceased may be granted to said
C O N.G R ESS.
nough to arrivé.
48
1840
2208
at Alfred, within and for the County of
Washington., 38 n
Regiment, who pay for the use of the Mus
In the mean time a number of cargoes petitioner :
6
180
In the Senate, on Monday, Mr. Benton of Aroostook, 11 5?
366
York, on the first Monday of September tn the
terfield, have Resolved, that they will not al have been sold on speculation—the purcha
ORDERED
—
That
the
petitioner
give
no

fered an amendment to the resolution which
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for
low
any
person
to
sell
spirituous
liquors
on
sers taking the risk of the vessel arriving be tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
1714
ty-one, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge
was presented by Mr. Bayard some days
46,005 35,595
356 ñ
the field at the ensuing Review. And as the fore the expiration of the time allowed by to all persons interested in said estate, by caus
since, which the latter said he should call up
of said Court :
Statute
Law
of
the
State
makes
it
the
duty
of
ing a copy of this order to be published in the
for consideration at the next session, it being
The Senate. The whigs have elected the Town Officers to prosecute any who shall law.
N the petition of DAVID BOYD, exec
The Great Western is full of goods and Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
utor of the Will of John Earl, late of
for a repeal of the famous expunging resolu three or four Senators (in Kennebec.) The sell without license, and further, as the tra
was obliged to reject a considerable quantity. bunk, in said County, three weeks successive
South-Berwick, in said county, deceased, rep
tion.
ders
in
our
own
village
have
clieerfully
agreed
locos have elected 25. There is probably no
—New fork American.
ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court resenting that the personal estate of said de
The Committees on Commerce, finance, <---------- -----------•
.
not to sell spirituous liquors on that day,
to be holden at Alfred, in said county, on ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
Public Lands, and Indian Affairs, were sev-1 choice in Somerset and possibly no cnowe or therefore, in Qje true spirit of kindness, we
erally, on motion discharged fhom the further j one ¡n Kennebec, In this case, the Senate give this notice, that the Law of the State « Beintonian Eloquence. Mr. Benton in the first Monday in November next, at ten of which he owed at the time ot his death, by
one of his speeches on the proposed bank, the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
consideration of all mattersnot heretofore re will stand 28 locos to 3 whigs.
will be rightly enforced against all who shall said he did not value such a bank “ three any they have, why the prayer of said petition the sum of eighty-four dollars, and praying,
for a license to sell and convey so much of
ported on.
sell intoxicating liquors on said day.
skips OF a louse.” He probably scratched should not be granted.
The resolution relative to Reporters was
the real estate of said deceased as may be ne
REPRESENTATIVES ELECT.
Attest,—John Skeele, Register.
JOHN PLUMER,
his head for that idea.—Prentice.
cessary for the payment of said debts and in
laid on the table—yeas 21, nays 16. The
Temperance
Whigs. Locos. No choice. NOAH PIKE,
A true copy—Attest,
cidental charges ; and also his first account of
Senate then went into Executive session, and
J
ohn
S
keele
,
Register.
Commillee.
HUMPHREY BRACKETT,
16
Charles A. Wickliffe has been nominated
4
administration on the estate of said deceased
so continued until eleven o’clock at night, York,
Sept. 25.
3w
7
JOSIAH W. SEAVER,
13
7
and confirmed as Postmaster General.
Cumberland,
being presented for allowance :
and then adjourned sine die.
4
9
10
C
has
.
E.
N
orton
,
Sec.
S.
B.
T.
A.
T.
S.
Lincoln.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
In the House, Mr. Miller asked leave to Kennebec,
9
1
9
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
South Berwick, Sept. 13.
UNCURKENT MONEY IN BOSTON.
offer a resolution calling on the Secretary of Franklin,
3
6
1
York, Sept. 17, 1841.
to all persons interested in said estate,by caus
War for certain information. Mr. Morgan Oxford,
1
7
[CORRECTED SEPTEMBER 21.]
2
all persons this may certify, that I have ing a copy of this order to be published in the
Forgeries. A firm in New York has re
objected, remarking that there was no Sec Hancock,'
2
10
given my son, MOSES C. YOUNG, Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk,
MAINE.
cently been swindled out of $26,000. An
retary of War. The resolution wfls not re Waldo,
2
—
10
this day, his time to act for himself in all bu in said county, three weeks successively, that
5
per
ceni.
dis.
4
a
,
Bangor
Commercial
5
ceived.
8
individual, calling himself John P. Caldwell, .Mercantile, Bangor
3
Penobscot,
do
4 a 5
siness, and that I shall not claim any of his they may appear at a Probate Court to be hol
Mr. Weller called for the consideration of Somerset,
6
do
1
6
den at Limerick, in said county, on the first
in a letter dated Georgetown, D. C., sent to Calais, al Calais
property or wages hereafter.
the resolution relative to the citizens of the Washington,
do
a 8
Washington Co. Bank, Calais
1
Monday in October next, at ten of the clock
MASTERSON YOUNG.
this firm a letter of credit drawn in his favor Stillwater Canal, at Orono
do
25 a 50
United States sent to Van Dieman’s Land.
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
Attest, Francis Damrell.
do
15 a City
Bank,
Portland
for
$30,000,
purporting
to
be
drawn
by
one
of
Mr. Adams objected, on the ground that
33
94
38
have, why the prayer of said petition should
do
Sept. 25.
3w
Westbrook Bank
there was no quorum, saying that if there
the best houses in New Orleans
the credit Georgia Lumber Co.
do
75
not be granted.
.
trial
Tor
were a quorum he should move to lay it on
do
Representatives. The second
80
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
New Goods !!
was based, he stated, on a consignment of Frankfort Bank
do
a
the table.
choice of Representative, in Biddeford, on 1,011 bales of cotton in the hands of the New Globe Bank, Bangor
A true copy,—Attest,
do
10
Lafayette, Bangor
—just received by—
Mr. Graham moved a call of the House,
John Skeele, Register.
Monday
last,
resulted
in
the
election
of
Ed

do
10
St.
Croix
Orleans house, for the delivery of which he
which was ordered. A few names having :
Sept. 11.
3w
JOSEPH CURTIS & Co.
do
Agricultural Bank, Brewer
U
mund
Perkins,
lhe
loco
candidate.
—
In
Bux

been
oeeii called,
caneu, the
iuc call
van was
v»ao suspended.
l
gave an order and requested the negotiation Citizens’, Augusta, new plate
do
~ a assortment
of
N
ew
G
oods
,
—
among
Mr. Everett offered the following resolu- ton,
,
fraud,
at the second trial on Monday, Oliver of two enclosed drafts for $13,000 each. The Oxford Bank at Fryeburgwhich may be found the following:— Ma Court of^robate, held at
closed,
lion, which was adopted :
Dow (whig) was je-elected Representative. drafts were pa,id, but it turns out that no such Bangor Bank, old
Pilot Cloths; Broadcloths; Cassimeres;
no sale.
Bank of Oldtown, Orono
Alfred, within and for the County of York,
charier expired.
Resolped, That a committee be appointed —In Lebanon, we understand, the whig nom consignment had been made and no such man Damariscotta Bank
Sattinets ; Beaver Cloth ; Cashmere, Silk Vel
on the first Monday in September, in the
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
LL
on the part of this House, to join such com inee was elected by a handsome majority.
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and Jorper cent. dis. vet and Satin Vestings.
80
as
John
P.
Caldwell
exists.
—
Another
house
Wolfsborough
Batik
mittee as may be appointed on the part of
English and French Merinos; Saxony
do
3 a 5
ty-one, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge
The whigs of Wiscasset, Gorham and New in New York has negotiated two drafts of the Concord Bank
the Senate, to wait on the President of the
Cloths ; Roslyn and Caroline Plaid; Alpecca
MASSACHUSETTS.
of said Court :
Gloucester
succeeded
in
electing
their
candi

per cent. dis. Lustre; Bl’k and Blue bl’k Alapines; Indiana ■^A
U. Slates, and notify him that unless he may
same amount, in consequence of a letter of Commonwealth Bank, Boston 25 a
mLLIAM GORDON, guardian of John
do
80
have other communications to make to the dates at the second trial.
Chelsea
Cloth,
a
splendid
article
for
Ladies
’
Cloaks
;
M
Lewis, of Kittery, in said county, a
credit similar in all respects to that before Farmers’ & Mechanics’,S.Adams “80I
do
two Houses of Congress, they are ready to
Cambleteen
;
Bombazines.
In Turner, Oxford county, represented last named. So that the rogue has succeeded in Nahant, Lynn
do
spendthrift,having presented his third account
80
Black
Lace
and
Gauze
Veils;
Silk
and
adjourn.
do
15 a 20
of guardianship of his said ward for allowance :
year by Col. Andrews (loco) the whigs it is getting $52,000, at least, as the fruits of his Middling Interest, Boston
do
Cotton Velvets; Bl’k Italian and Bonnet
3a 5
And the Speaker announced Messrs. Ever
Middlesex, Cambridge
ORDERED — That the said guardian
said elected their candidate, on Monday last,
do
75
Silks; Scarfs; Calicoes; Plain and Fig’d give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Newburyport Bank
rascality.
ett. Ward, and Lewis Williams as the com
do
50
Fulton
Bank,
Boston
Mous-de-Laines ; Ginghams.
by a majority of two votes.
mittee on the part of the House.
ing a copy of this order to be published, three
Norfolk, at Roxbury, redeemed at their counter.
Mohair, Ribbed and Silk Hose.
A number of resolutions were offered for
fraud.
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
Illinois Election. The official vote for Roxbury, at Roxbury
Linen
Cambric,
Mous-de-Laine,
Bl
’
k
Ital

RHODE
ISLAND.
consideration and read, but being objected to,
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Executive Council. A session of the Congressmen, at the late election in Illinois,
20
per
cent. dis.
ian,
Flag,
Cotton
and
Fancy
H'dkfs.
Scituate
Bank
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
were not received.
Executive Council of this State commenced shows an opposition majority in the State of
VERMONT.
Silk, Highland, Drab and Bl’k Filled, Me held at Limerick, in said county, on the first
At half-past 5 o’clock P. M. a message was
3 a 5 per cent. dis.
Bennington
at
the
Council
Chamber,
in
Augusta,
on
the
rino and Long Shawls.
received from the Senate, by Lewis H. Ma
Monday of October next, at ten of the clock
only 384.—The majority for Van Buren in Essex, Guildhall
80
r ' do
‘
Cotton, Bl’k Goat, Pic-Nic, Kid, Mohair in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
CONNECTICUT.
chen, Esq. Clerk, informing the House that 21st inst.
__ __
November last was 1938.
Whig gain 1554.
2 per cent. dis.
and Silk Gloves.
Iletwdonic Rail Road Co.
the Senate had concurred in the resolution
have, why the same should notbe allowed.
Ydiow Cotton and
Vermont. The addiiiansUlection returns
AVTest, Johtx ©kbele, Register.
-Haus» prGyidiyg for the appointment
per com. tns. Printed Flannels; Printed and Flam Hock
(g^The yellow fever was prevalent and New-York City
1-4
__ A_ixnc.-eox»v-— Attest.
of a joint committee to wait on the President from this State, received this week, render it on the increase at New-Orleans, on the 8th Safely Fund Banks
a 3 do
2
ing;
Bishop
’
s
Lawn;
Book
M«sttn-y
JavtxJohn Skeelk, <umster.
1 1-2 a 2 do
of the United States and notify him that, un certain that no choice of Governor, Lieuten
Red Back
3w
oiTet; White and Col’d Cambrics; Brown
Sept.
11.
inst.
Of
thirty-two
interments
reported
on
less he had other communications to make, ant Governor or Treasurer has been effected
and White Linen ; Plaid Linsey ; Ladies’ MoEXCHANGE.
'that
day,
twenty-two
were
of
yellow
fever.
the two houses were ready to adjourn, and
a 5 pr ct dis.‘ rocco and Kid Slippers ; Children’s do.
Slale of"?7
N. Jersey
’
J
by the people. The Senate will probably stand jI In several of the interior parishes in Louisia Bank Notes.„Z.^.
do
that the Senate had appointed a committee
City of Philadelphia 3 1-2
do
Comforters; White and Mix’d Woolen To the Honorable County Commissioners of
21-2 a 3 do
City of Baltimore
do
on their part.
.
, -whigs 20—locos 10, and the House will na, the congestive fever or cold plague is
Yarn;
Hooks and Eyes; Horse and Rose
do
the County of York :
District of Columbia
do
The Speaker remained in the chair, and contain about 50 whig majority.
do
Blankets; Suspender, Vest, Coat and Strap qnHE petition of the undersigned, inhabi51-2: a6
prevalent and very frequently tatal.
Virginia
do
the House unoccupied for about an hour-- I
do
23 a
Buttons ; Padding ; Rouen Cassimere ; Brown
Old U.
Bank notes
tants of the County of York, respectful
When Mr. Marshall rose and inquired ot
8 a 8 1-2 prem. and Bleached Cloths; Striped Shirting; Lin
The New Cabinet. Judge Upshur has
Exchange oh England
ly represents, that the road from Sanford
OTj^Mr.
E
wing
,
late
Secretary
of
the
SPECIE.
the Speaker whether it was in order at this
en
and
Cotton
Thread
;
Warp
Yarn;
Knit

«16 00 a $16 25
through the upper part of Wells is circuitous
fime to submit a proposition of any kind .
(signified his acceptance of the appoint Treasury, arrived in Salem, to pass a few Spanish Doubloons
ting Cotton ; Piping Cord ; Col’d Wadding ; and hilly, and that the convenience and ne
15 60 a 15 65
do
The answer of the Speaker did not reach ment of Secretary of the Navy, and will en days with his friends there, on Saturday eve Mexican
4 85 a 4 87
Russia Diaper ; Crash ; Silicia ; Foundation ; cessity of the inhabitants of said County re
Sovereigns
the ear of the Reporter, but the members, ter upon the duties of his office in a few days.
1 1-2 a adv.
Wound Wire; Pound and Paper Pins; quire that a public way be laid out and estab
American Gold
with great unanimity called upon Mr. Mar —Mr. Legare has accepted the office of At ning last. Mr. Granger, late Postmaster Gen
Needles; Bl’k and Assorted Sewing Silk; lished, commencing at or near the Branch
eral,
accompanied
Mr.
Ewing
as
far
as
Bos

HYMENEAL
shall to proceed.
Twist ; Umbrellas; Artificial Flowers; Mo Brook in Sanford, and running southeastedy
torney General and entered upon lhe dis
111 MUMIV. ,...........................
- O
11
Mr. M. then moved that 5000 extra copies
ton, where he tarried a few days.
hair, Worsted, Carpet and Bed Binding;. DIUUIV
nearly a direct line,so as to intersect the road
of the second Veto Message be printed.
charge of its duties._____ _
MARRIED—-In South Berwick, 16th inst. Mr. Bl’k Taffeta and Cap Ribbons; Thimbles, &c,. in
___ :__ »1.0
frppfrom
School
Mouse.
running
south
the free
School House,
In presenting this motion, Mr. M. address
PoLiTicATpIii^ We ^publish, in the
OT^Hon. John Sergeant, of Philadelphia, Elijah Lewis, jr. of Brooklyn, N. Y. to Miss Ma
so called, near Ebenezer Storer’s house m
ry B. S. daughter of Capt. Samuel Harding, of
ed the House for an hour and fifteen minutes
GROCERIES, ETC.
said Wells, or at such other point as you shall
in a severe review of the political course of preceding columns, an Address to the Pub- has_ resigned his seat in Congress as Repre- S B
Porto Rico Molasses ; New-Orleans, Brown, determine in that vicinity, or by such other
In Seabrook, N. H. Mr. Augustus E. Hale, of
the President of the United States, especially lie by the Whig members of Congress, and sentatiVe of that city. William B. Reed has
White, Havana and Loaf Sugar; Coffee; course between said termini, as your Honors
with reference to the second bank bill; and Mr. Crittenden’s and Mr. Ewing’s letters of jbeen nominated
by the whigs to fill the —
va Saco, to Miss Adeline Smith, of Seabrook
•
In Waterboro.’ Aug. 29, Mr. Noah Ricker, of Green and Black Tea; Pepper; Gro. Cassia ; shall deem most for lhe public convenience ;
on the general condition and prospects of the resignation. They will doubtless be perused cancy
,
created by this resignation.
W. to Miss Betsey Buzzel, of Newfield. Sept. Starch ; Salaeratus; Box and Cask Raisins ; and your petitioners pray, that after due pro
Whig party.
5th, Mr. Daniel Seavey, of Alfred, to Miss Ruth Winter-strained and Refined Oil; Mess and ceedings are had in the premises, a highway
with interest. Messrs. Badger and Bell have
(j^We commend the following paragraph Warren, of W.
Having concluded his remarks, Mr. M.
Clear
Pork ; uw.u,»
Bacon;, Hog's Lard; Cloves ; may be established accordingly. Also, extend
viear ront
also written letters, in explanation of their
withdrew the motion to print.
tNutmegs
Sole
jVubnegtf; Bar and Cake Soap; Cheese
Cheese; Sote
j
. f
j
f t of lhe Hill, near
to the attention of our agricultural friends in
course,
which
we
shall
publish
next
week.
Leather ; 4d to 40d Nails ; 7 by 9 and 8 by 10 the dwelling house of Capt. James Hobbs, to
After which—
.
this
section
.
—
Mr. Everett rose and said that the joint
Glass; Brooms; Entry and Chaise Mats ; the dwelling house of Sayward Hobbs, near
Political Movements. The Wilmington
committee appointed to wait on the President
“The New-Hampshire Courier says—‘ We
DIED—In Hallowell, 17th, Mrs. Elizabeth, Pttlls»
the Burnt Mills, so called, or make such al
of the United States and inform him that the’ (N. C.) Republican has already mounted at learn that the farmers are preparing to sow wife of Bartholomew Nason, Esq.
Herds Grass and Red Top Seeds; Wood terations and straightenings in the present
In South Berwick, Mr. Eben S. Woodbury, Saws; Steel. Nail Hammers; Sheet Lead, road leading by said S. Hobbs’ to Wells stage
two Houses were ready to adjourn, if ueI its head the following ticketThe People’s an "unusual quantity of Winter Rye the pres
had no further communication to make, had |
ent autumn ; and in so doing we think they formerly of Londondery, N. H. aged 32.
i &c &c
road, as you shall deem fot; the public interest.
■
candidate
for
President
in
1845,
H
enry Clay.
In Berwick, Mrs. Hannah, wife of Mr. wil
performed their duty, and had been request
Aeso-CROCKERY & GLASS WARE.
act wisely. There is no crop more certain to
SAMUEL LORD, and 104 others.
ed by the President to say that he had no For Vice President, John M. Clayton of do well, take a series of years together, than liam Davis, aged 57 years.
Kennebunk, Sept. 18.
3w
August, 1841.
Drowned
in
Wells,
William,
son
of
Jeremiah
further legislative communication to make to Delaware. And one term. Subject to the Winter Rye
Rve ;! and money may be made with
Webber, Esq. of Shapleigh. He was precipita
less labor on this than any other grain, in our ted from a raft of boards, and suddenly found a
Congress.
decision of a National Whig Convention.”
Rare Work.
STATE OF MAINE.
Whereupon, at a quarter before 8 o’clock,
soil and our latitude.’ ”
watery grave.
, the teacher’s and advanced scholar’s York ss.—At the regular session of the
on motion of Mr. Ward, the House adjourned
Fort Fairfield. A company of United
In York, 9th inst. Mr. Samuel L. Lunt, aged
arithmetic.
County Commissioners of the County oi
Fires. A building in Millbury, Mass, oc
ONSISTING of the intricate questions,
sine die.
States troops, under the command of Capt.
28InTiddeford. 19th inst. Mrs. Sally G. wife of
York, begun and held at Alfred, within and
cupied by Messrs. Simmons & Stone, and
and
the
rare
and
useful
items
from
for said County, on the Tuesday next be
Van Ness, took military possession of this
Thomas J. Goodwin, Esq. aged 32 years. Sa’
twenty
different
works
on
Arithmetic,
well
others,
was
broken
open
on
the
night
ol
the
fore the last Monday of May, A. D.
Treatened General Indian War. We ,Fort on the 10th inst. The soldiers take up
rah, daughter of Capt. Oliver Perkins, aged 10
explained, and systematically arranged.
and by adjournment of the same term, held
learn that the WinnebagoeS have been for their quarters in the Block House, the offi 17th inst., robbed and set on fire. The build years.
______
Preceptors of Academies and the 1 ress
at Alfred aforesaid, on the fourth Monday
some time past making extensive prépara- i
ing was partially destroyed—damage estima
pronounce it as being a work peculiarly awill occupy tents until suitable buildings
tions to attack the Chippewas on the north, cers
<
of August, A. I). 1841.
ted at $2000. Insured.—The barn of Mr.
SHIP NEWS
dapted to the wants of Teachers and advanc
be erected for themselves and their fam
N the foregoing petition, Ordered, that
and that the Pottowotamies have obtained the can
,
Win.
Gray, in West Amesbury, Mass, was
ed
Scholars.
It
is
the
production
of
Mr.
C.
the petitioners notify all persons and
assent of thirty odd villages of different tribes ilies.
KENNEBUNkTsEPT.’ 25, 1841.
W
aterhouse
,
and
entitled
destroyed
by
fire,
with
its
contents,
on
the
on the south and west, including the Paw
corporations interested, that said Commission
The General Go vernment, by this move
“TYRO’S SPY-GLASS.
afternoon of the 14th inst. The house, situa
nees and several tribes on the other side of
ers will meet at the dwelling house of Capt.
ARRIVED.
ment, assumes the responsibility and ex
ARITHMETICAL LEXICON,’ James Hobbs, in Wells, in said County, on
the Missouri, to engage in a war of extermin
ted within eight feet of the barn, was consid
Sept. 21—Schs. Salome, Robinson, Boston.
---- A N D —
the fourth day of October next, at 10 of the
ation against the Sioux. They have sent the pense of our military posts on the disputed erably injured.—The barn and out-buildings
Superior, Emory, do.
Halcyeon, Patterson, of Belfast, from Bangor. SCHOOL TEACHERS ASSISTANT. clock in the forenoon, and will then proceed
wampum to our Sac and Fox villages on the territory, which not only relieves this State
to view the route for the highway prayed for ;
22—Stoic, Wormwood, Boston.
Des Moines, and as nothing would suit the from a heavy burthen, but will have a ten of Mr. Samuel Perry, in Belleville, N. J. were
For sale by
D. REMICH.
and immediately after such view, will, m
Sacs and Foxes better than to see the Sioux dency to direct the attention of our national burnt on the 13th inst., together with their
SAILED.
Kennebunk, Sept. 18.
“
some convenient place in the vicinity, hear
soundly whipped, nothing prevents them
Sept. 18—Schs. Ocean, Oakes, Boston,
I contents, among which were, about one hunjoining this Indian coalition immediately but authorities more particularly to this vexed. dred tons of hay—three hundred bushels of
22—Elizabeth, Perkins, do.
Notice.
. the petitioners and those opposed to the
prayer of said petition. Said notice to be,
the daily expectation of receiving their annu question and urge them to more vigorous ef
Sanford, Sept. 15, 1841.
rye, in the sheaf—one hundred bushels of
PORT OF CAPE PORPOISE.
ity and treating with the Government for a forts to hasten its adjustment.
NOW all men by these presents, that 1, by causing an attested copy of said
wheat—two hundred and fifty bushels of oats
ARR 1VED.
new purchase on our western frontier.
Jonathan Tibbets, 3d, of Sanlord, in and of this order thereon, to be published
three
We understand that Gov. Chambers, as
Sept. 23—Schs. Angola, Perkins, Hampton,
(he County of York and State of Maine, yeo
 weeks successively m the Kenttebunk
Launch. A barque, two hundred and sev one hundred bushels old grain and two horses.
Gazette, a newspaper pubhshed m said Co
soon as he heard oi these movements, with
man,
Have
this
day
given
to
my
minor
cbiiFlyinoFish,
Kiswell,
York.
Loss estimated at $5000. No Insurance. A
his chacteristic promptitude and decision, enty tons burthen, was launched from the
New Sally, Hart, St. George,
dren, Reuben C. Tibbets and Olive Jane 1 >b- tV; by causing the Town Clerks of Wells
despatched a messenger to Gen. Brook of ship-yard of Messrs. E. & E. Perkins, in colored girl living in the family has been ar
Fame, Kent, Deer Isle.
bets their time, and that 1 shall not claim any and Sanford, in said County, respectively to
Fair Dealer, Oliver, Bath.
0? their earnings, or pay any debts of tbe.r be served with a like copy, and by posmg
She is called rested on suspicion of setting the buildings
Fort Crawford, requesting him to employ his Biddeford, on the 15th inst.
up th« same in three public places tn each of
Gazelle, Elbridge, Bucksport.
mounted Dragoons in scouring the country the William Fales and is owned in Portland.
contracting afte^^date.
3(]
on fire.
Fair America, Laughton, Bristol.
said towns of Wells and Sanford. The fii st
and marching to those points where they
Maria Jane, Alley, Dresden,
would be most likely to meet with these bel
Sept. 18. ' ____________________ 3w
ok^rdnXeSrtoebrthiityTayl'at least, before
Two ships, two barques and two brigs, the
Pawhaten, Hill, Provineetowm
Robbery. The hat store of Messrs. Em
ligérant Indians, for the purpose of prevent
Caspian, Hodgkins, Salem.
aggregate
tonnage
of
which
is
about
1900,
ing a general engagement. We learn that
ery & Perry, in Portland, was broken open
Kevised Statutes of Nlaine—
-a»»«««*“*’
Don Quixote, Sutton, Ipswich.
Gov. C. has also sent word to lhe Sacs and are now building at the ship-yards in Bruns on the night of the 15th inst.—the iron safe1
AFRESH supply-just received.
Mary & Polly,Thorp, Richmond.
Foxes requiring them to despatch runners to wick, Me.
— ALSO —
Copy of petition and order thereon,
Boston Packet, Griffen, Prospect.
unlocked and robbed of all its valuable con
the Pottowatamies with information that n
.
Abigail,j—r— Belfast.
Maine Justice;
Attest, HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk..
Sloops, Hornet, Simpson, Boston.
they crowd themselves into this lemtoiy
About 260 buildings have already been tents. This safe was made a depository for
Civil Officer, and
Sept. 4.
3w
Town
Officer.
REMICH.
k
William,
Benson,
Saco.
with warlike intentions, that an adequate erected in Boston the present season. Many the trunks of several neighbors, all of which
Comtnon
Chance,
Hill,
Saco.
force will be put in requisition to drive them
.
._ f
were rifled of their contents.
r
| more are going up this fall.
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I¥ew-England Trnss Mamilactory.

jjl

A

VEGETABLE! and Universal Medicine

—

Jew David’s, o£ "‘Hebrew The Mesiarrectioia, or Per
Plaster. r
sian Pills.

HE HUMANH1MR.-Where

T

is observed to be growing thin1 nOtF lr
npflE subscriber continues to manufacture Trussesof
proved by the experience of thousands to
HE peculiarities of this Chemical Com
every description, al his residence, at the old stand
be, when properly persevered with, a certain
(t/^In order that this valuable medicine can be more preposterous than the usenf i8
opposite 264, No. 305, Washington St., Boston, (en cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
pound are owing to its extraordinary should not be counterfeited, we have a plate grease, or any fatty matter. Their aonr8’
trance in Temple Avenue—up stairs.) All individu
effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig
als can see him alone, al any time at the above place. all having the same origin, and invariably arise aments and muscles ; its virtues being car representing a Persian scene, that is,struck on non can only be recommended th-ouff
Having had twenty years’ experience, be has afford from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
each bill, one of which accompanies each box. grossest ignorance, as they hasten the fall f
ed relief to three thousand persons, fjr the last five namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula ried by them to the immediate seat of dis We deem it unnecessary to publish a long list the hair, by increasing the relaxation of tk
tion
ot
the
BLOOD.
ease,
or
of
pain
and
weakness.
years. All may rest assured of relief who call and try I
r ------- “C'c'T"''
skin. When there is a harsh, dry or "e
1 russes of his manufacture. He is now confident be
n a Periou of little more than three years in
However good any internal remedy may of Certificates, as they will neither add to nor
can fjive every individual relief who raay call on him. tne United Slates,
Siafes. thov
hnva restored to ..a state of be this, as an external application, will prove diminish the virtues of this admirable com traded skin, and where the small blood C°lb
they have
seis which carry nourishment to thebnlh^'
pound.^)
(CFThe public are cautioned against the many > health
i--...... and Ol
,j.7«,cu, over vja
l. nu
enjoyment
ONE
HUNDRED a powerful auxiliary
in
removing
THiYIÎQANiri persons, who
r
----------given
■-------- -----------ciua.uuj
iu
JCUlUVIUg the
lllC dis018quacks who promise what they cannot perform.
| THOUSAND
were
Superior to the Hygean, Brandreth’s, Ev obstructed, then the oils, &c., may bp « 8?
Haying
kinds niTrnss/ts.
oi Trusses, more
raojeor
*
t”! iacillta.t5nS the cur© in cases of LoHavinff worn the different L-tnilc
nr ' ¡»curable
1.1, i, by.. i.phyMcians*
_ ■
t. of.. Um ^rst^ran^and
.
ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sana as they tend to relax the skin ; but alonP u ’
e.sf:.tbaLh?_!ebeen.^^
tal
.Indar----------------------------------------------less,
mat nave been offered to the public tor the last atanp;n™
’ J „ ’ ~t
unmation, Scrofulous
Affections,
twenty years, from different patent manufactories, and ) “1 “f W ?di
Y f
160 8rery °lher King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron tive, or any other Pills or Compound before are of no avail. There must be a stimni ^
the public, as certified to by Physicians and to rouse the vessels from their tornn? I
now continues to wear those of his own manufacture, jj remedyZ had
a£* been
been resorted
resorted to
to in
m v&in.
v&in.
he is now able to decide, after examining the rupture,;. In all
a‘‘cases of
of Pain or Weakness, whether it ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated others.—Let none condemn them until they quicken the current of the blood 2
pain
or
weakness
exists.
what sort of Truss is best io adapt to all the cases that | 130 chronis or recent, whether it be deafness
in ess or
from Chrehugh’s Treatise on the hair.
°
A gentleman travelling in the South of have tried them, and then we are certain I . The Balm of Columbia is the onlv'ni.pnn
occur ; and he has on hand as good Trusses, and will pam in the »ide, whether it arise from constitu
furnish any kind of Truss that can be bad elsewhere. tional or from some immediate cause, whether Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so they will not.
It is now a settled point with all who have tion that can have that effect, being eE?'
Any person who purchases a Truss at this establish it be from internal or external injury, it will be much said in the latter place in praise of
ment. ¡fit does not suit, can exchange until they are well cured by persevering in the use of" these Pills.
used
the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that free from any oily substance. Its
Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con
1 tlVf}
suited, without additional charge.
they
are
pre-eminently the best and most ef qualities are as follows :
This great principle of u PURGING” in sidered) miraculous cures it had performed,
J. F. F. manufactures as many as twenty’ different
Ist-For infants, keeping the head (,„
ficacious
FAMILY
MEDICINE
that
has
yet
sickness
is
beginning
to
be
appreciated.
It
is
kinds of Trusses, among which are all the different
that he was induced to try it on his own
kinds similar to those that the late Mr. John Beath, of found much more convenient to tak,e an occa person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the been used in America. If every family could of haf™^’ and Causlng a l,,xuri“nt growth
this city, formerly made, and all others advertised in sional dose of Haifa doxen Pills, and be always
become acquainted with their Sovereign pow
Boston, together with the patent elastic spring Truss, well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled, removal of which had been the chief object of er over disease, they would keep them and
2d-For ladies after child birth, restoria.
bis
journey,
but
which
had
resisted
the
genial
with spring pads; Trusses without steel springs— blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that
tlie skin to ns natural strength and
be
prepared
with
a
sure
REMEDY
to
apply
these give relief in all cases of rupture, and a large if you are not killed, you will be sur® to have influence of that balmy and delicious climate.
and preventing the fallingout ofthebaii '
portion produce a perfect cure—they can be worn day months of miserable weakness, and the only one
He accordingly applied a plaster on the on the first appearance of disease, and then
how
much
distress
would
be
avoided
and
and night ; improved hinge and pivot Truss ; umbili
.
, any l,el'so» recovering
Look at the right side of the chest, where the pain was
cal spring Trusses, made in four different ways ; Trus who is benefitted is your Doctor.
money saved, as well as the lives of thousands debility the same effect is produced
difference
between
the
appearance
of
those
two
seated,
another
between
the
shoulders,
and
ses with ball and socket joints; Trusses for Prolap
. 4tb-lf used in infancy till a good grown.
In the who are hurried out of time by neglecting IS started, it may be preserved by attention „
sus Ani, by wearing which persons troubled with persons—-one has been treated by your regular one over the region of the liver.
a descent of the rectum can ride on horseback with practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea disease in its first stages, or by not being in
the latest period of life.
perfect ease and safety. Mr. Foster, also makes is, see how the shadow of death throws his of laxative qualities.
He soon found his possession of a remedy which they can place
5th-It frees the head from dandruff
1’russes for Prolapsus Uteri, which have answered solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
dependence
upon.
in cases where pessaries have failed. Suspensory see how he trembles in every limb; Iris eyes health improving : and in a few weeks his
strengthens the roots, imparts health and v /
(f-r
’
All
who
wish
x
to
guard
against
sickness,
Trusses, knee caps and back-boards are always sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution, cough left him, the sallowness of hisskin dis should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely^ our to the circulation, and prevents the hab
kept on hand. As a matter of convenience, and not of
appeared, his pain was removed, and his
when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used from changing colour or getting gray
speculation, the undersigned will keep on hand the fol perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how health became perfectly reinstated.
He
6th-It causes the hair to curl beautifully
from youth to old age, when taken according
lowing kinds from other manufactories, which they can the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
Since
that
time
he
has
been
recommend

have if his does not suit them ; after a fair trial, they says, u most inveterate case of Liver com
when done up in it over night.
to th® directions.
ing
it
to
his
friends
and
acquaintances,
for
plaint
”
—
44
nothing
butthe
most
energetic
reme

can exchange for any of them : —Dr. Hull’s; Read’s
OCf’No ladies’ toilet should ever be mado
{CT3Call for the bill that accompanies each
spiral 1 russ ; Rundell’s do,; Salmon’s ball and socket; dies saved him.”
Energetic measures? i, e all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma
without it.
Sherman’s patent ; French do.; Marsh’s improved Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache, box in all cases..Tj)
t.2l?7ChiIdrei- Wht° h7e
any meansconTruss ; Bateman’s do., double and single ; Stone’s better say.—So to save life you must half poison Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve
THE RESURRECTION OR PERSIAN f
Trusses ;—also,Trusses for children, of all sizes.
vermin in the head, are immediatelv
with that comforter of the teeth and gums— ry case of which it has proved an effectual PILLS.—These pills raise from the great- tracted
<
Any kind of Trusses.repaired al short notice, and MERCURA—and positively make a man mis
and perfectly cured of them by its use It
made as good as when new.
cure. He has likewise witnessed the happy est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state infallible.
The
[Ej^Ladies wishing for any of these instruments, will erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is effects of its softening and healing qualities of strength, health and happiness.
A CASE IN POINT.—I had unfortunatebe waited upon by Mrs. Foster, at the above place. called curing. Shocking folly !
name of these pills originated from the cir
Let us now look at your 44 purged” man—the in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors
y lost nearly all the hair from the ton ofmv
Mrs. L. has been engaged in the above business for
cumstance
of
the
medicine
being
found
only
Knots,
Wens,
While
Swelling,
Hard
Tu

ten years.
man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
This vegetable head, when I commenced the use of the
The subscriber makes and keeps on hand steeled Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the in the cemetries of Persia.
Balm of Columbia, and have, by the use of
shoes, for deformed and crooked feet, and is doino* this conscious strength, his countenance is clear Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction production being of a peculiar kind, led to
every week for children and infants, in this city” and and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with of himself and others.
experiments as to its medical qualities and two bottles; had my head covered with a finp
growth of hair. There can be no mistake in
from out of the city. Specimens of his workmanship the feeling of new life and animation; he has
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca virtues. In half a century it became an es
may be seen at the manufactory.
the matter, as any of my friends can see bv
He likewise informs individuals he will not make been confined a few days to his bed, but he us ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain tablished medicine for the* diseases of that calling on me. I had also become quite gray
their complaints known to any one, except when he is ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af country. The extract of this singular pro
permitted to refer to them —it being a misfortune, and soon rose without any injury being sustained fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses, duction was introduced into some parts of but had the gray hairs plucked out, and it has
young persons do not want their cases known.
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in &c. No female subject to pain or weakness Europe in the year 1783, and used by many grown in, as the Balm says, of the natural
JAMFS FREDERICK FOSTER.
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
celebrated physicians in curing certain dis colour. If any body doubts these facts let
Boston, March, 1841.
entirely recovered the attack: because his in the back or side, should be without it.'
them call upon me and see. I bought the

HARVEST SONG.
Ho ! rouse ye lads—the morning* breeze
Has swept the mist from the stream,
And afar on the hiJIg, the toyyoring trees
Are tipt with the day’s first beam.
The stars are gone—the night hath sped,
And the lark has hailed the day—
Arouse ye, then, while the morn is red—
Away to the fields—away !
To us no music sounds more sweet
Than the clang of the sharpening scythe,
And the echoing hills with gladness greet
The song of the reaper blithe.
How pleasant to follow, with rake in hand,'
The mower’s devious way,
And scatter around with lightsome wand,
Th© green and perfumed hay.

Let the soldier exult in the pomp of war,
The king in his serf-throned hall,
The freeboruJarmer is happier far
Than kings and lords and all.
His are no fields with carnage red,
And drenched with the blood of the slain,
But hills and plains o’er which is spread
A harvest of waving grain.

The summer sun. o'er valley and plain,
Has shed his genial ray,
Till smiling acres of golden grain
Await the harvest day,
And into the-ir borders’we will not fail
To carry the war “ to the knife,”
And eager, too, are the cradle and flail
To be wielded in bloodless strife.
Then up, and away I while the diamond dew
Bespangles the bending corn,
And gaily we labor, the while we woo
The bracing breath ot morn.
And under.the shade of the beeches green
We’ll rest at the noon of day,
Hurrah ! for the sickle and scythe so keen,
Away—to the fields away 1

ANECDOTES, & c.

T

blood and fluids have become purified, and hav Married ladies,in delicate situations,find great eases, where all other medicines had been us Balm of Comstock & Co., 2 Fletcher-street.
Early in the year 1792, the
ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the relief from constantly wearing this plaster. ed in vain.
A. RINDGE. '
It has lately been discovered that the Jew extract was combined with a certain vegeta
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
down by useless particles, but has renewed his David’s or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in Li^ NewCX^No"P9.Agent °f Delmil
life and body both.
for Corns as the following certificate will the East Indies, and formed into pills. The
AA*'ik
young
of 388 South MarketThe principle of purging with Brandreth’s show—more can be seen by calling upon our admirable effect of this compound upon the
c gentleman
?T---------marKet*
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de agents in the Villages.
human system, Jed physicians and families T’
nJ’
, v.ery coarse>
and straight
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and
into its general use. Their long established u "V ot
« ,h h? lost
its falli«g out.
CERTIFICATE.
corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors
character, their universal and healing virtues f
USec , b°tdes
of Columbia
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840.
which cause disease—they impede the func
Messrs. Comstock & Co,—I feel myself under the detergent and cleansing qualities of their g” Gomstoc^ & Co->
now has a full
tions of the liver when they settle upon that great obligation to you or your Jew David’s specifical action upon the glandular part of flovr,ng croP °* very long, fine hair, which
organ, and which, when they settle upon the I laster. I have been troubled with corns on the system, are such as will sustain their rep- CUl S Jn,ost beaUtlfully 1 His father, whois
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost
one of the most respectable citizens’of thatnerves, produce gout; or, upon the lungs, pro every thing that was recommended, but could utation and general use.in the American Re- °ne 01 the ,Kost
city, is referred to for the fact.
dace consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos find nothing that did any good, till I tried the public.
0T*THE LATE MAYOR of Philadeltiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves Heorew Plaster. 1 pared the corns and applied
¡ITTO M O^T H E R S . XT
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train the Plaster, after having it on about twenty-four
phia has certified under seal of the city to
Messrs. E. Chase <^* Co. : — Gents.—Hearino* the character of several divines, physicians,
of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed
all who behold them.
offand left a hollow place, and are entirely well, much said about the extraordinary effects of the and gentlemen of high standing who declare
Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about positively under their own hands (all of
Yes, purging these humors from thb body is and asssmooth as they ever were.
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
to become Mothers, we were induced to make a
Yours Respectfully,
trial ot them. My wife was at that time the which may be seen at the Office) that the balm
ry other form of disease; this is no mere asser
WONTON
JOSLIN.
mother of five children, and had suffered the of Columbia is not only a certain preserv
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
N. B. I would advise all those afflicted with most tedious and excrutiating pains durimr and ative, but positively a restorative of the human
:is extending itself; far and wide it is becomino*
1known, and more and more appreciated.
after her confinement of each. She had° tried hair ; also, a cure for Dandruff. Who shall
° corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
every means and taken much medicine, but dispute, or who go bald ?
The cure by purging may more depend up
*
. r
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tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
or used unless it have the name
it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren ; Kenne- this length of time previous) and soon after wasa
\orfslock
Co. on a splendid wrapper.
of constant exercise is seen.
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F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston.
OM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
d1?! tHn j r h° commenced taking the Persian the public from dec^puon.
Kennebunk, March 4th, 1841.
Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required
For sale at Kennebunk by A. Warren.
Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was af
O^rSome folks at the South have been
Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
Medicines, &c.
September 26,1840.
flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se
•so wicked as to set a river on fire ! The
of life, are kept free from those impurities'
Health and strength.
vere cramps, which the. use of the Pills entirely
D R. E. C. DREW
way they did it was this : Somebody was
AS just received, and offers for sale, a which would prevent its steady current minis-. Dr. S. O..Richardson's Sherry Wine Bitters removed before using half a box. It is with
boring with an augur by the side of the
fea’l\ ThuS’ m°rbid bumors are pre
PROSPECTUS OF THE
great confidence that we advise all those about
good assortment of
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through
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Medicines^
All those that have taken them in our
bubbled up a great stream of clear oilv li
and outlets which she has provided for herself.715 ered—and their general use for 32 years, with neighborhood have got along in the same easy
And Magazine of Useful Arts. 7
-AND ALL ARTICLES USUALLY KEPT IN—
quid, which diffused itself over the whole
recommendations from the most eminent of manner, and are about house in a few days. EDITED AND PUBLISHED BY S. W. COLE
APOTHECARIES ’ SHOPS.
Dn^N.DRETH’s Offices in New York the Medical Faculty, and editorial notices
river. Upon a torch being applied, it
;iere
aPPear t0 be half the danger of
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
—ALSO, A SUPPLY OF—
(Date editor of the Yankee Farmer.) •
took fire, and at last advices was burnino*
Boston Morning Post, Boston Daily other difficulties setting in after confinement
PAINTS AND OIL.
Prince and Houston sts.
where these Pills are taken.-We unitedly say Office No. 44, North Market Street, Boston.
Mail,
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Memorial,
Amoskeag
Repre

away merrily.
Philadelphia,
8
North
Eight
Street.
fully sohehelT of|,ublic Patronage is respect1 he Journal is designed to improve th©
sentative, Barnstable Patriot, Essex Banner, let none neglect taking them, for they are in the I
80 South Charles Street.
Boston,
19
Hanover
Street.
Haverhill Gazette, Lowell Patriot, Bunker reach of the poor as well as the rich. We are soil and its productions, encourage the useful
Kennebiink-port, July 5.
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Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
Hill Aurora, Charlestown, Portsmouth Ga males can easily procure which bids to lessen the arts and sciences, and aid in elevating the
a onmken fellow who had staggered to
Pittsburg, pa. 154 Wood street.
zette, N. H., Dover Gazette, N. H., Northern world of suffering, which many of them have to character, and promoting the interests ot the
Eastern
Stage
Bouse,
the closet for a cold supper, ‘ where did
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
fetar, K. I., Lincoln Telegraph, Me., New- bear and perhaps save the lives of thousands I farmer and mechanic, by giving the best in
Ao. 84 Ann Street, Boston, Mass.
you get these cabbages ? they are so tarKy. 99 Fourth street.
formation in their pursuits, and showing their
m* Evening Signal, &c. must assure the which otherwise would be lost,
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St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
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A. O. ROBERTS.
starch in the closet.’
House, Portsmouth, being in attendance as
\PTHow to be secure from Counterfeit Pills healthy accumulations, and purify and enliv
Certificates can be procured by calling up- ies and improvements, of general utility, as
superintendent of the establishment.
purporting to die Brandreth's Pills.
en the blood in the most thorough and effec on the agents in the villages, who have a large pioved by successful practice, in Agriculture
Bosom Sins. At a methodist meeting
The stables and yard are as convenient as ♦ i »
Purc^ase without being-positivelv sure tual manner.
bill containing a treatise on most diseases, and all its kindred branches, and in Mechanthat the person selling has an Engraved cer
held at a private house, one of the light can be found in the city.
their causes and remedy, to distribute gratui- I ics, will be given in this paper, in short, or in
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for
all
tificate of Agency, and O’observa it has been
fingered gentry happened to be present,
JOHN S. ROBINSON.
tously
E. W.CAPRON & Co.,
detail, as the subject may require, carefully
renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee those prevalent Diseases called Dyspepsia,
Boston, A tig. 14.
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whose attention was arrested more by a
Agents for Vt. and New-Hampshire,
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L • ’ Dan.iel Ward, Jltoer, Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my Debility, Costiveness, Piles, and all Diseases
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
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Principalmw England Office,
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Wells, Seth Hatch.
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North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
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'different sections, showing the State of the
KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Co.
They are the unrivalled and efficacious August 6, 1840.
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monthly, commencing the first of October, on
Being composed entirely of vegetables, they
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Industry is the great moralizer of man.
Kennebunk^ June 19,1841.
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A plunge was heard, and twenty peo
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
ple shrieked, ( a child overboard !’ ‘ Stop
.
.
Boston, Jan. 7, 1835.
the boat!’ ‘ Oh it’s my child ! save it for
Having had occasion to observe, that some persons
the love of heaven !’ ‘ Stop, I’ll jump in,’ afflicted , with Hernia have suffered much from the
want of a skilful workman in accommodating Trusses
said a young man, unbuttoning his shirt to
the peculiarities of their cases, 1 have taken pains to
collar very slowly. ‘ No you shan’t Rob inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to
ert, you’ll ketch your death a cold” said supply the deficiency occasioned by the death of Mr.
Beath, After some months of observation of his work,
his maiden aunt. Those and a thousand i am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with
other were the exclamations of (he mo the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in
accommodating them to the variety of cases which oc
ment ; but where was the gallant Fred ? cur.
1 feel myself called upon to recommend him to
Overboard, buffeting the small billows my professional brethren, and to the public, as a per
with one arm, and grasping the long silken son well fitted to supply their wants in regard to these
! important articles.
John C. Warren.
hair of the drowning baby with the other.
I hereby certify that I have, for several vears past,
Shouts ofc noble fellow !’*‘ bravely done,’
been in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal Her
‘ huzza !’ ‘ give him a rope !’ met the ear nia,
and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and
ot Fred, as he was drawn up on board, consider it far preferable to any other which I have eraJames Thatcher, M. D.
dripping and exhausted—with a large wax ployedPlymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
doll in his arms ?
‘ Why, it aint Mrs. Smith’s babv after
T,
,
Boston, March 10, 1840.
1 hereby certify, that I have known Mr. James F.
all, said one.
Foster, several years last past, and have frequently em“ No, nor Mrs. Jones’,’ said another.
ployed him in the construction of 'Trusses and other
‘Ye, may say that,’ said the Irish nurse, apparatus for my patients, and have always found him
ready, capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasion
it s no moor thun the big baisewax baby for which 1 have employed him.
of my own darlin that the swate gintieman
John Randall, M. D.
dripping wid water has saved.’—JYew Or
I ndi vidua Is can hnvp tLr> 'I’rnccoc <wii tn
Lt, „v, ,
leans Crescent.
of the packeis, or vessels by writing tfie subscriber,
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